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Abstract
Coorbit space theory is an abstract approach to function spaces and their atomic decom-
positions. The original theory developed by Feichtinger and Gr ochenig in the late 1980ies
heavily uses integrable representations of locally compact groups. Their theory covers,
in particular, homogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces, modulation spaces, Bergman
spaces and the recent shearlet spaces. However, inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
spaces cannot be covered by their group theoretical approach. Later it was recognized by
Fornasier and the rst named author [24] that one may replace coherent states related to
the group representation by more general abstract continuous frames. In the rst part of
the present paper we signicantly extend this abstract generalized coorbit space theory to
treat a wider variety of coorbit spaces. A unied approach towards atomic decompositions
and Banach frames with new results for general coorbit spaces is presented. In the second
part we apply the abstract setting to a specic framework and study coorbits of what we call
Peetre spaces. They allow to recover inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of var-
ious types of interest as coorbits. We obtain several old and new wavelet characterizations
based on explicit smoothness, decay, and vanishing moment assumptions of the respective
wavelet. As main examples we obtain results for weighted spaces (Muckenhoupt, doubling),
general 2-microlocal spaces, Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey spaces, spaces of dominating
mixed smoothness and even mixtures of the mentioned ones. Due to the generality of
our approach, there are many more examples of interest where the abstract coorbit space
theory is applicable.
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11 Introduction
Coorbit space theory was originally developed by Feichtinger and Gr ochenig [20, 27, 28] with
the aim to provide a unied approach for describing function spaces and their atomic decom-
positions, that is, characterizations via (discrete) sequence spaces. Their theory uses locally
compact groups together with an integrable group representation as a key ingredient. The
idea is to measure smoothness via properties of an abstract wavelet transform (the voice trans-
form) associated to the integrable group representation. More precisely, one asks whether the
transform is contained in certain function spaces (usually Lp-spaces) on the index set of the
transform, which is the underlying group. As main examples classical homogeneous Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces [53, 54, 55] can be identied as coorbit spaces [61], and the abstract
theory provides characterizations via wavelet frames. Also modulation spaces and character-
izations via Gabor frames [29, 18], Bergman spaces [20], and the more recent shearlet spaces
[13] can be treated via classical coorbit space theory. In [42] this theory was extended in order
to treat also quasi-Banach function spaces.
Later it was recognized that certain transforms and associated function spaces of interest do
not fall into the classical group theoretical setting, and the theory was further generalized from
groups to the setting of homogeneous spaces, that is, quotients of groups via subgroups [14, 15,
12]. Examples of spaces that fall into this setup are modulation spaces on the sphere [14], as well
as -modulation spaces [12]. The latter were originally introduced by Feichtinger and Gr obner
as \intermediate" spaces (but not interpolation spaces) between modulation spaces and Besov
spaces [19, 26]. In another direction, the rst named author developed a coorbit theory in
the setup of spaces of functions obeying symmetries such as radiality [39, 40]. Here, one takes
the set of residue classes of the locally compact group modulo a symmetry group leading to a
hypergroup structure. In concrete setups, the theory provides then frames of radial wavelets
(that is, each frame element is a radial function) for radial homogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
spaces, as well as, radial Gabor frames for radial modulation spaces. Coorbit space theory can
then be used to show compactness of certain embeddings when restricting modulation spaces
to radial functions [41].
As the next step, the rst named author together with Fornasier realized that group theory
is not needed at all in order to develop a coorbit space theory [24]. The starting point is now
an abstract continuous frame [1], which induces an associated transform. Then one measures
\smoothness" via the norm of the transform in suitable function spaces on the index set of
the continuous frame. Under certain integrability and continuity properties of the continu-
ous frame, again discrete Banach frames for the associated coorbit spaces can be derived via
sampling of the continuous frame. All the setups of coorbit space theory mentioned above
fall into this generalization (except that the theory for quasi-Banach spaces still needs to be
extended). The advantage of the group theoretical setup is only that some of the required
conditions are automatically satised, while in this general context they enter as additional
assumptions, which means that they have to be checked in a concrete situation.
While the theory in [24] essentially applies only to coorbit spaces with respect to weighted
Lebesgue spaces, we extend this abstract theory in the present paper in order to treat a wider
variety of coorbit spaces. Our main motivation is to cover inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-
Triebel spaces and generalizations thereof. Those spaces indeed do not t into any of the
group theoretical approaches which were available before. In order to handle them in full gen-
erality, one needs to take coorbits with respect to more complicated spaces rather than only
2weighted Lebesgue spaces. Indeed, we will need (weighted) mixed Lp;q spaces. We derive char-
acterizations of such general coorbits via discrete Banach frames and atomic decomposition,
i.e., characterizations using discrete sequence spaces. Such are very useful in order to study
embeddings, s-numbers, interpolation properties etc., because the structure of sequence spaces
is usually much easier to investigate.
We further treat the identication as coorbits of inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
type spaces in detail (Section 4). The application of our general abstract coorbit space theory
from Section 3 leads to concrete atomic decompositions and wavelet characterizations of the
mentioned spaces. Such discretizations have a certain history. A remarkable breakthrough in
the theory was achieved by Frazier, Jawerth [25] with the invention of the '-transform. They
xed the notion of smooth atoms and molecules as building blocks for classical function spaces.
Afterwards many authors have dealt with wavelet characterizations of certain generalizations
of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces in the past. To mention all the relevant contributions to the
subject would go beyond the scope of this paper. We rather refer to the monograph [56,
Chapt. 2, 3], the references given there and to our overview Section 2. Our results on wavelet
basis characterizations in this paper rely on the abstract discretization result in Theorem 3.14
below, which allows to use orthogonal and even biorthogonal wavelets as well as tight (discrete)
wavelet frames.
We are able to come up with a suitable denition of weighted Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces
and their wavelet characterizations when the weight is only assumed to be doubling. Mucken-
houpt Ap-weights fall into this class of weights, but there exist doubling weights for which a
proper notion of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces was more or less unavailable before, although
there exits certain attempts, see for instance [4]. In addition, we treat generalized 2-microlocal
spaces, Morrey-Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces, and Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of dominat-
ing mixed smoothness and their characterizations via wavelet bases. The treatment of spaces
with variable integrability, or more general, with parameters p;q;s depending on x, will be
considered in a subsequent contribution. As another main feature we also provide a better
way to identify Lizorkin-Triebel type spaces as coorbits. So far, the (homogeneous) Lizorkin-
Triebel spaces have been identied as coorbits of so called tent spaces [27, 28] on the ax + b
group. However, tent spaces [11] are rather complicated objects. In this paper, we proceed by
introducing a Peetre type maximal function, related to the one introduced in [38], as well as
corresponding function spaces on the index set of the (continuous wavelet) transform. Then
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces can also be identied as coorbits with respect to these new spaces,
which we call Peetre spaces. This was recently accomplished for the homogeneous spaces [61].
It turns out that Peetre spaces are much easier to handle than tent spaces.
In the present paper we restrict our considerations to coorbit space theory for Banach
spaces. While an extension to the setting of quasi-Banach spaces is available for classical
coorbit space theory [42], such extension is more technical for general coorbit spaces, and
currently under development. We expect similar results also in this situation. In order to be
well prepared for applying this generalized coorbit space theory for quasi-Banach spaces once it
is developed in detail, we state certain characterizations of generalized Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
type spaces also for the quasi-Banach space cases p;q < 1 { although we do not need such
cases in the present contribution.
We hope to convince the reader with this paper that the abstract coorbit space theory
is a very powerful tool, and allows a unied treatment of function spaces. In contrast, the
theory leading to atomic decompositions, wavelet characterizations of several newly introduced
3function spaces is often developed from scratch. We believe, that most of these spaces can be
interpreted as coorbit spaces in our setting. Once this is established, then one has to follow
an easy recipe checking only basic properties, in order to come up with corresponding discrete
characterizations. These can be widely applied for approximation issues, to prove certain
embeddings, interpolation formulas, etc.
While our main focus in this paper is on inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces, we
expect that the principles of the abstract coorbit space theory apply also to other setups. To be
more precise, we expect that our theory can be used to introduce also inhomogeneous shearlet
spaces, and their atomic decompositions, and -modulation spaces with dierent p;q-indices
(the paper [12] only treats the case p = q).
The paper is structured as follows. After setting some basic notation we give an overview
over the main results and achievements of the paper in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the
extension of the abstract generalized coorbit space theory from [24]. In Section 4 we apply
this abstract theory to the specic situation of coorbits with respect to Peetre type spaces.
We study several examples in Section 5 and give concrete discretizations for generalized in-
homogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of various type in terms of wavelet bases with
corresponding sucient conditions for admissible wavelets. Appendix A contains some basic
facts concerning orthonormal wavelet bases on R and Rd, in particular, orthonormal spline
wavelets.
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1.1 Notation
To begin with we introduce some basic notation. The symbols R;R+;C;N;N0 and Z denote
the real numbers, positive real numbers, complex numbers, natural numbers, natural numbers
including 0 and the integers. Let us emphasize that Rd has the usual meaning and d is reserved
for its dimension. The elements are denoted by x;y;z;::: and jxj is used for the Euclidean norm.
We use jkj1 for the `d
1-norm of a vector k. Sometimes the notation  a is used to indicate that
we deal with vectors  a = (a1;:::;ad) taken from Rd. The notation  a > b, where b 2 R, means
ai > b for every i = 1;:::;d. If X is a (quasi-)Banach space and f 2 X we use kfjXk or simply
kfk for its (quasi-)norm. The class of linear continuous mappings from X to Y is denoted
by L(X;Y ) or simply L(X) if X = Y . Operator (quasi-)norms of A 2 L(X;Y ) are denoted
by kA : X ! Y k, or simply by kAk. As usual, the letter c denotes a constant, which may
vary from line to line but is always independent of f, unless the opposite is explicitly stated.
We also use the notation a . b if there exists a constant c > 0 (independent of the context
dependent relevant parameters) such that a  cb. If a . b and b . a we write a  b. For
a real number t, we denote t+ = maxft;0g and t  = minft;0g. The ball in Rd with center
x 2 Rd and radius r > 0 is denoted by B(x;r) = fy 2 Rd;jx   yj  rg, while jB(x;r)j is its
volume.
41.2 Lebesgue spaces and tempered distributions
For a measure space (X;) and a positive measurable weight function w : X ! R, we dene
the space Lw
p (X;), 1  p < 1, as usual by,
kFjLw
p (X;)k :=
Z
X
jw(x)F(x)jp d(x)
1=p
< 1:
A function F belongs to Lw
1(X;) if and only if Fw is essentially bounded with respect to
the measure . If w  1 we simply write Lp(X;) instead of Lw
p (X;). Moreover, the space
Lloc
1 (X;) contains all functions F for which the integral over all subsets of nite measure
K  X is nite. If X = Rd and the measure  is the Lebesgue measure dx then we write
Lp(Rd). For a measurable weight function v > 0, the space Lp(Rd;v), 0 < p  1, is the
collection of all functions F such that
kFjLp(Rd;v)k :=
Z
R
d jF(x)jpv(x)dx
1=p
< 1; (1.1)
i.e., it coincides with Lp(X;) where X = Rd and d(x) = v(x)dx.
As usual S(Rd) is used for the locally convex space of rapidly decreasing innitely dier-
entiable functions on Rd where its topology is generated by the family of semi-norms
k'kk;` = sup
x2R
d;j j1`
jD '(x)j(1 + jxj)k ; ' 2 S(Rd);
where k;` 2 N0. The space S0(Rd), the topological dual of S(Rd), is also referred to as the set
of tempered distributions on Rd. Indeed, a linear mapping f : S(Rd) ! C belongs to S0(Rd) if
and only if there exist numbers k;` 2 N0 and a constant c = cf such that
jf(')j  cf sup
x2R
d;j j1`
jD '(x)j(1 + jxj)k
for all ' 2 S(Rd). The space S0(Rd) is equipped with the weak-topology.
The convolution '    of two integrable (square integrable) functions ';  is dened via
the integral
('   )(x) =
Z
R
d '(x   y) (y)dy : (1.2)
If ';  2 S(Rd) then (1.2) still belongs to S(Rd). The convolution can be extended to S(Rd)
S0(Rd) via ('  f)(x) = f('(x   )). It is a pointwise dened C1-function in Rd of at most
polynomial growth.
The Fourier transform dened on both S(Rd) and S0(Rd) is given by b f(') := f(b '), where
f 2 S0(Rd);' 2 S(Rd), and
b '() := (2) d=2
Z
R
d e ix'(x)dx:
The Fourier transform is a bijection (in both cases) and its inverse is given by '_ = b '( ).
51.3 The continuous wavelet transform
Many considerations in this paper are based on decay results for the continuous wavelet trans-
form Wgf(x;t). A general reference for this notion is provided by the monograph [16, 2.4]. In
[61, App. A] the second named author provided decay results based on the following setting.
For x 2 Rd and t > 0 we dene the unitary dilation and translation operators D
L2
t and Tx by
D
L2
t g := t d=2g

t

and Txg := g(   x) ; g 2 L2(Rd):
The wavelet g is said to be the analyzing vector for a function f 2 L2(Rd). The continuous
wavelet transform Wgf is then dened by
Wgf(x;t) = hTxD
L2
t g;fi ; x 2 Rd;t > 0;
where the bracket h;i denotes the inner product in L2(Rd). We call g an admissible wavelet
if
cg :=
Z
R
d
jb g()j2
jjd d < 1:
If this is the case, then the family fTxD
L2
t gg
t>0;x2R
d represents a tight continuous frame in
L2(R) where C1 = C2 = cg (see Subsection 2.1).
The decay of the function jWgf(x;t)j mainly depends on the number of vanishing moments
of the wavelet g as well as on the smoothness of g and the function f to be analyzed, as is
made precise in the following denition.
Denition 1.1. Let L + 1 2 N0, K > 0. We dene the properties (D), (ML) and (SK) for a
function f 2 L2(Rd) as follows.
(D) For every N 2 N there exists a constant cN such that
jf(x)j 
cN
(1 + jxj)N :
(ML) All moments up to order L vanish, i.e.,
Z
R
d xf(x)dx = 0
for all  2 Nd
0 such that jj1  L.
(SK) The function
(1 + jj)KjD b f()j
belongs to L1(Rd) for every multi-index  2 Nd
0.
Property (SK) is rather technical. Suppose we have a function f 2 CK+d+1(Rd) for some
K 2 N such that f itself and all its derivatives satisfy (D). The latter holds, for instance, if
f is compactly supported. Then this function satises (SK) by elementary properties of the
Fourier transform. Conversely, if a function g 2 L2(Rd) satises (SK) for some K > 0 then
we have g 2 CbKc(Rd). However, in case of certain wavelet functions   where the Fourier
transform F  is given explicitly (See App. A.1) we can verify (SK) directly. Depending on
these conditions we state certain decay results for the function jWgf(x;t)j in Lemma 4.17
below.
62 Overview on main results
As suggested in [24] coorbit space theory can be generalized to settings without group structure,
and thereby allows the treatment of even more function spaces via coorbit space theory. We
follow this path and develop the theory even further. Our main application are inhomogeneous
Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with several generalizations and their wavelet characterizations.
2.1 Abstract coorbit space theory
In this section we give a brief overview before going into details later in Section 3. Assume H
to be a separable Hilbert space and X be a locally compact Hausdor space endowed with a
positive Radon measure  with supp = X. A family F = f xgx2X of vectors in H is called
a continuous frame if there exist constants 0 < C1;C2 < 1 such that
C1kfjHk2 
Z
X
jhf; xij2d(x)  C2kfjHk2 for all f 2 H: (2.1)
For the sake of simplicity, we assume throughout this paper that k xjHk  C, x 2 X, and that
the continuous frame is tight, i.e., C1 = C2. After a possible re-normalization we may assume
that C1 = C2 = 1. We note, however, that non-tight frames appear also in several relevant
examples and the associated coorbit theory is worked out in [24] { at least to a signicant
extent. (The generalizations in this paper can also be developed in the setting of non-tight
frames.)
Associated to a continuous frame we dene the transform V = VF : H ! L2(X;) by
VFf(x) = hf; xi ; f 2 H;x 2 X;
and its adjoint V 
F : L2(X;) ! H,
V 
FF =
Z
X
F(y) y d(y):
Since we assume the frame F to be tight, i.e., C1 = C2 = 1 in (2.1), the operator V 
FVF is the
identity. Hence,
f =
Z
X
(VFf)(y) y d(y) and VFf(x) =
Z
X
VFf(y)h y; xid(y): (2.2)
It follows from the tightness of the frame that V 
FVF is a multiple of the identity, so that the
transform VF is invertible (more precisely, has a left-inverse). The second identity in (2.2) is
the crucial reproducing formula F = R(F) on the image of H under VF, where
R(x;y) = RF(x;y) = h y; xi ; x;y 2 X ;
is an integral kernel (operator). The idea of coorbit space theory is to measure \smoothness"
of f via properties, i.e., suitable norms of the transform VFf. Under certain integrability
properties of the kernel R(x;y), see (3.1) in Paragraph 3.1, one can introduce a suitable space
H1
v of test functions and its dual (H1
v) (which plays the role of the tempered distributions
in this abstract context, see (3.6)), and extend the denition of the transform VF to (H1
v)
7in (3.7). Then associated to a solid Banach space Y of locally integrable functions on X (see
Denition 3.5), one denes the coorbit space
CoY = ff 2 (H1
v) : VFf 2 Y g; kfjCoY k := kVFfjY k;
provided that, additionally, the kernel RF acts continuously from Y into Y as an integral
operator. The latter is expressed as RF being contained in an algebra BY;m of kernels, see
(3.4). Then CoY is a Banach space, and one can show that \similar" frames (in the sense that
their cross Gramian kernel satises suitable integrability properties) dene the same coorbit
spaces, see Lemma 3.6.
A key feature of coorbit space theory is the discretization machinery, which provides discrete
frames, and characterizations of coorbit spaces CoY via suitable sequence spaces Y ] and Y [.
This is, of course, very useful because many properties, such as embeddings, s-numbers etc.,
are much easier to analyze for sequence spaces. Here, the starting point is a suitable covering
U = fUigi2I of the space X, of compact subsets Ui  X. One denes the U-oscillation kernel
oscU(x;y) := sup
z2Qy
jh'x;'y   'zij
where Qy =
S
y2Ui Ui. This kernel can be viewed as a sort of modulus of continuity associated
to the frame F and the covering U. If osc together with its adjoint osc is also contained in the
algebra BY;m, see (3.4), then one obtains a discrete Banach frame and atomic decompositions
by subsampling the continuous frame at points xi 2 Ui, that is, Fd = f'xigi2I, see Theorem
3.11 for details. In particular, the coorbit space CoY is discretized by the sequence space Y [
with norm
kfigi2IjY [k =
 

X
i2I
jijUijY
 
:
Another new important key result of the abstract theory is that orthogonal and biorthogonal
basis expansions, as well as tight frame expansions, where the basis / frame elements are
sampled from a continuous frame, extend automatically from the Hilbert space H to coorbit
spaces under certain natural conditions, see Theorem 3.14. In addition, these basis / frame
expansions characterize the respective coorbit space. For the concrete setup of characterizing
generalized Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces these \natural conditions" reduce to certain moment,
decay and smoothness conditions (Denition 1.1) on the used wavelet and dual wavelet. In
Section 5 we give sucient conditions for the orthonormal wavelet characterization of several
common as well as new generalizations of the inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces.
The described setup indeed generalizes the original group theoretical one due to Feichtinger
and Gr ochenig, see [24] for details. For convenience of the reader we briey summarize the
main innovations and advances with respect to previous results.
Main contribution and novelty
 Feichtinger and Gr ochenig used group representations as an essential ingredient in their
initial work on coorbit space theory [20, 21, 22, 28, 23]. The formulation of the theory in
the present paper gets completely rid of group theory and uses general continuous frames
instead. This general approach was initiated in [24]. The present paper even removes
certain strong restrictions on the spaces Y to treat a wider variety of coorbit spaces.
8 We provide characterizations of general coorbit spaces CoY by (discrete) Banach frames
or atomic decompositions under suitable conditions (Theorem 3.11). There is an easy
and explicit connection of the corresponding sequence space Y ] to the function space
Y . This discretization machinery may be useful in situations, where it is even hard to
construct a related basis or frame for the underlying Hilbert space H.
 In several cases, an orthonormal basis, a Riesz basis or a tight frame for the Hilbert
space H that arises from samples of a continuous frame can be constructed directly via
methods outside coorbit space theory. Then under natural conditions on the continuous
frame, Theorem 3.14 below shows that the corresponding expansions and characteriza-
tions automatically extend to the coorbit spaces. This represents one of the core results
in the present paper. It generalizes a result from classical coorbit theory (associated to
group representations) due to Gr ochenig [27]. In contrast to his approach, our proof is
independent from the discretization machinery in Theorem 3.11.
 The extended theory in [24] allows to identify a large class of function spaces as coorbits.
Therefore, the abstract discretization machinery is available to such function spaces. We
emphasize that due to this unied approach, the theory leading to atomic decompositions
for several classes of spaces does not have to be developed from scratch over and over
again for each new class of function spaces. From this point of view there are numerous
previous results on atomic decompositions, which are partly recovered as well as extended
by our theory.
With a similar intention Hedberg and Netrusov gave an axiomatic approach to function
spaces of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type in their substantial paper [32]. Their approach
is dierent from ours but also leads to atomic decompositions in a unied way. In a
certain sense our approach is more exible since the abstract theory in Section 3 is also
applicable to, e.g., the recent shearlet spaces [13] as well as modulation spaces.
2.2 Inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type spaces
In order to treat inhomogeneous spaces of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type, see [53, 55, 56] and the
references given there, we introduce the index set X = Rd [(0;1)[f1g], where \1" denotes
an isolated point, and dene the Radon measure  by
Z
X
F(x)d(x) =
Z
R
d
Z 1
0
F(x;s)
ds
sd+1dx +
Z
R
d F(x;1)dx:
The main ingredient is a solid Banach space Y of functions on X. We use two general scales
Pw
B;q;a(X) and Lw
B;q;a(X) of spaces on X. Here, we have 1  q  1 and a > 0. The parameter
B = B(Rd) is a solid space of measurable functions on Rd in the sense of Denition 4.4 below,
for instance, a weighted Lebesgue space. For a function F : X ! C, the Peetre type maximal
function PaF dened on X is given by
PaF(x;t) := sup
z2R
d
jF(x + z;t)j
(1 + jzj=t)a ; x 2 Rd;0 < t < 1; (2.3)
PaF(x;1) := sup
z2R
d
jF(x + z;1)j
(1 + jzj)a ; x 2 Rd:
9The function w : X ! R+ is a weight function satisfying the technical growth conditions (W1)
and (W2) in Denition 4.1. Then the Peetre spaces and Lebesgue spaces are dened as
Pw
B;q;a(X) := fF : X ! C : kFjPw
B;q;ak < 1g;
Lw
B;q;a(X) := fF : X ! C : kFjLw
B;q;ak < 1g;
with respective norms
kFjPw
B;q;ak :=

 w(;1)PaF(;1)jB(Rd)

  +

 
Z 1
0
h
w(;t)PaF(;t)
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)

 ; (2.4)
kFjLw
B;q;ak :=
 
w(;1)PaF(;1)jB(Rd)
 
 +
Z 1
0
 
w(;t)PaF(;t)jB(Rd)
 

q dt
td+1
1=q
: (2.5)
We give the denition of an admissible continuous frame F on X.
Denition 2.1. A continuous (wavelet) frame F = f'xgx2X, X = Rd  [(0;1) [ f1g], is
admissible if it is of the form
'(x;1) = Tx0 and '(x;t) = TxD
L2
t ; (2.6)
where  denotes a radial function from S(Rd) satisfying b  > 0 on fx : 1=2 < jxj < 2g and
Z
R
d
jb ()j2
jjd d = 1:
We further assume that  has innitely many vanishing moments (see Denition 1.1). This
condition is satised, for instance, if b  vanishes on fx : jxj < 1=2g. The function 0 2 S(Rd)
is chosen such that
jb 0()j2 +
Z 1
0
jb (t)j2dt
t
= 1:
The functions  and 0 from Denition 2:1 satisfy (D) and (SK) for every K > 0. Ad-
ditionally,  satises (ML) for any L 2 N. Moreover, the continuous frame (2.6) represents
a tight continuous frame in the sense of (2.1). Indeed, we apply Fubini's and Plancherel's
theorem to get
kfjL2(Rd)k2 =
Z
R
d

jhf;'(x;1)ij2 +
Z 1
0
jhf;'(x;t)ij2 dt
td+1

dx =
Z
X
jhf;'xij2d(x):
The transform VF on H = L2(Rd) is then given by VFf(x) = hf;'xi, x 2 X.
With these ingredients at hand, the associated coorbit spaces are given as
CoPw
B;q;a := Co(Pw
B;q;a;F) = ff 2 S0 : VFf 2 Pw
B;q;a(X)g;
CoLw
B;q;a := Co(Lw
B;q;a;F) = ff 2 S0 : VFf 2 Lw
B;q;a(X)g:
The spaces CoLw
B;q;a can be interpreted as generalized Besov spaces, while the spaces CoPw
B;q;a
serve as generalized Lizorkin-Triebel spaces. Below we use the abstract machinery of coorbit
space theory to show that these are Banach spaces, and we provide characterizations by wavelet
bases, in particular, by orthonormal spline wavelets, see Appendix A.1. We will recover known
and new spaces, as well as known and new wavelet characterizations.
We shortly give some examples.
10 Classical inhomogeneous Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel spaces. Here we take 1 
p;q  1,  2 R, w(x;t) = t  d=2+d=q, B(Rd) = Lp(Rd) and a > d=minfp;qg. Then
CoPw
B;q;a = F
p;q(Rd); CoLw
B;q;a = B
p;q(Rd); (2.7)
where F
p;q(Rd) is the classical Lizorkin-Triebel space and B
p;q(Rd) the classical Besov
space, see [53].
 Weighted inhomogeneous Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel spaces. For a doubling
weight v and B(Rd) = Lp(Rd;v) we obtain
CoPw
B;q;a = F
p;q(Rd;v); CoLw
B;q;a = B
p;q(Rd;v):
Note, that there are doubling weights which do not belong to the Muckenhoupt class
A1. We provide a reasonable denition of the respective spaces (Denition 5.16) and
atomic decompositions also in this situation, see Section 5.2.
 Generalized 2-microlocal spaces. The identities in (2.7) remain valid if we replace
the spaces F
p;q(Rd) and B
p;q(Rd) by the generalized 2-microlocal spaces Fw
p;q(Rd) and
Bw
p;q(Rd) where w 2 W3
1;2 is an admissible 2-microlocal weight, see Denition 4.1.
 Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey type spaces. By putting B(Rd) = Mu;p(Rd), where
the latter represents a Morrey space, we obtain a counterpart of (2.7) also for Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey spaces.
Furthermore, with a slightly dierent setup we also treat
 Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of dominating mixed smoothness. If 1  p;q 
1,  r 2 Rd, and  a > 1=minfp;qg we will show
CoP
 r+1=2 1=q
p;q; a = S r
p;qF(Rd); CoL
 r+1=2 1=q
p;q; a = S r
p;qB(Rd);
where S r
p;qF(Rd), S r
p;qB(Rd) are Lizorkin-Triebel and Besov spaces of mixed dominating
smoothness, see e.g. [48, 62].
Let us summarize the innovations and main advances of our considerations with respect to the
theory of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces.
Main contribution and novelty
 We work out in detail the application of the general abstract coorbit theory to inhomo-
geneous function spaces of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type. We further create an easy recipe
for nding concrete atomic decompositions which is applicable to numerous examples of
well-known spaces on the one hand and new generalizations on the other hand.
In Section 4 we give a very general denition of the family of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
type spaces as coorbits of Peetre type spaces, see (2.4) and (2.5). These depend on a
weight function w on X and a Banach space B on Rd. Indeed, our conditions on w and
B (Denitions 4.1 and 4.4) are rather general but, however, allow for introducing and
analyzing corresponding coorbit spaces. To the best knowledge of the authors Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces have not yet been introduced in this generality.
11 In the classical literature on coorbit spaces, tent spaces [11] are used to identify homo-
geneous Lizorkin-Triebel spaces as coorbits. While tent spaces are rather complicated
objects, our newly introduced Peetre type spaces are much easier to handle. Their struc-
ture (2.4), (2.5) allows for the denition of inhomogeneous spaces. Indeed, combined
with Proposition 4.8 this represents one of the core ideas in the present paper.
 The conditions on w and the space B(Rd) in Denitions 4.1 and 4.4 involve parameters
1;2;3;1;2;1;2. We identify explicit conditions on the smoothness K and number
L of vanishing moments (see Denition (1.1)) of wavelets in terms of these parameters,
which allow to provide characterization of the generalized Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces
via wavelet bases (Theorem 4.25). While we state the result only for orthonormal wavelet
bases it easily extends to biorthogonal wavelets. The corresponding sequence spaces are
studied in detail.
 In Section 5 we identify several known generalizations of inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-
Triebel type spaces as coorbits and generalize even further, see Theorems 5.7, 5.17, 5.21,
and 5.30. This requires some eort since the spaces are usually not given in terms of con-
tinuous characterizations, see [61]. We provide these characterizations along the way, see
Proposition 5.6 and the paragraphs before Theorems 5.17, 5.21. In particular, our anal-
ysis includes classical Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces, 2-microlocal Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
spaces with Muckenhoupt weights and 2-microlocal Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey spaces.
Moreover, we introduce Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with doubling weights, which are
not necessarily Muckenhoupt. In the latter case, a \classical" denition is not available
(but see [4]), and we emphasize that coorbit space theory provides a natural approach
for such spaces as well.
 Special cases of our result concerning wavelet bases characterizations of Muckenhoupt
weighted 2-microlocal Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces in Theorems 5.8, 5.10, 5.12 already
appeared in the literature. Indeed, see Theorem 3.10 in [31], Theorem 4 in [34], Theorem
1.20 in [57], Theorem 3.5 in [56], or Propositions 5.1, 5.2 in [36]. Our result concerning
decompositions of Morrey type spaces, Theorem 5.22, has a special case in [44] and in
the recent monograph [64, Thm 4.1]. In the mentioned references the conditions on
smoothness and cancellation (moment conditions) are often slightly less restrictive than
ours for this particular case. But this fact might be compensated by the unifying nature
of our approach. However, compared to the conditions in [56, Thm. 3.5] our restrictions
in Theorem 5.12 are similar. Concerning characterizations of classical Besov spaces with
orthonormal spline wavelets, see Appendix A.1, we refer to [3] for the optimal conditions
with respect to the order m.
 For technical reasons several authors restrict to compactly supported atoms [56, Sect.
3.1.3], [57, Sect. 1.2.2], [62, Sect. 2.2, 2.4], [64, Thm. 4.1], especially to wavelet decom-
positions using the well-known compactly supported but rather complicated Daubechies
wavelet system [16]. In the literature more general atoms are called molecules. This term
goes back to Frazier, Jawerth [25, Thm. 3.5]. Several authors [36, 34, 44, 64, 4] used their
techniques in order to generalize results in certain directions. In this sense our approach
is already suciently general because we allow arbitrary orthonormal (biorthogonal)
wavelets having suciently large smoothness, vanishing moments, and decay.
12 By a slight variation of the setup of Section 4 we also identify inhomogeneous Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of dominating mixed smoothness as coorbit spaces and derive
corresponding wavelet characterizations with explicit smoothness and moment condi-
tions on the wavelets (Theorem 5.31). In contrast to most previous results [62, 58], we
are not restricted to compact support. In particular, we obtained characterizations via
orthonormal spline wavelets in Corollary 5.32, which are comparable (with respect to the
order of the splines) to the very recent results in the monograph [58, Sect. 2.5]. Further-
more, since our arguments are based on the abstract Theorem 3.14, our results extend in
a straightforward way to discretization results using numerically convenient biorthogonal
wavelets [10].
2.3 Further extensions and applications
We conclude this section with a list of further possible extensions and applications of our work.
 The discrete wavelet characterizations derived in this paper allow to reduce many ques-
tions on function spaces to related questions on the associated sequence spaces. For
instance, the study of embeddings or the computation of certain widths such as entropy,
(non-)linear approximation, Kolmogorov, Gelfand,..., are much more straightforward by
using the stated sequence space isomorphisms. This can be seen as the major application
of our theory.
 Our abstract approach would clearly allow to incorporate further extensions of Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel type spaces. For instance, one might think of coorbits with respect to
(weighted) Lorentz spaces or (weighted) Orlicz spaces, or one may introduce weights
also in spaces of dominating mixed smoothness. Another recent development considers
variable exponents where p;q are not constant but actually functions of the space variable.
The general theory would then provide also wavelet characterizations of such spaces.
 The abstract approach allows to handle also function spaces of dierent type than Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces, such as (inhomogeneous) shearlet spaces or modulation spaces.
For instance, it would be interesting to work out details for modulation spaces with
Muckenhoupt weights [45].
 The abstract coorbit space theory in the present stage applies only to Banach spaces. An
extension to quasi-Banach spaces, similar to the classical case in [42], is presently under
investigation.
3 General coorbit space theory
The classical coorbit space theory due to Feichtinger and Gr ochenig [20, 27, 21, 22, 28] can be
generalized in various ways. One possibility is to replace the locally compact group G by a
locally compact Hausdor space X without group structure equipped with a positive Radon
measure  that replaces the Haar measure on the group [24]. This section is intended to recall
all the relevant background from [24] and to extend the available abstract theory.
133.1 Function spaces on X
In order to dene the coorbit space with respect to a Banach space Y of functions on X we
need to require certain conditions on Y .
(Y ) The space (Y;k  jY k) is a non-trivial Banach space of functions on X that is contained
in Lloc
1 (X;) and satises the solidity condition, i.e., if F is measurable and G 2 Y such
that jF(x)j  jG(x)j a.e., then F 2 Y and kFjY k  kGjY k.
This property holds, for instance, for weighted Lw
p (X;)-spaces. The classical theory by Fe-
ichtinger and Gr ochenig [20, 27, 28] heavily uses the group convolution. Since the index space
X does not possess a group structure in general we have to nd a proper replacement for
the convolution of functions on a group. Following [24] we use integral operators with kernels
belonging to certain kernel algebras. Let
A1 := fK : X  X ! C : K is measurable and kKjA1k < 1g; (3.1)
where
kKjA1k := max
n
esssup
x2X
Z
X
jK(x;y)jd(y) ; esssup
y2X
Z
X
jK(x;y)jd(x)
o
: (3.2)
The sub-index 1 indicates the unweighted case. We further consider weight functions v(x)  1
on X. The associated weight mv on X  X is given by
mv(x;y) := max
nv(x)
v(y)
;
v(y)
v(x)
o
; x;y 2 X : (3.3)
For a weight m on X  X the corresponding sub{algebra Am  A1 is dened as
Am := fK : X  X ! C : Km 2 A1g
endowed with the norm
kKjAmk := kKmjA1k:
Later we will need that the kernel R(x;y) from Subsection 2.1 and further related kernels (see
Subsection 3.4) belong to Am for a proper weight function m. In order to dene the coorbit
of a given function space Y we will further need that these particular kernels act boundedly
from Y to Y , i.e., the mapping
K(F) =
Z
X
K(x;y)F(y)d(y)
is supposed to be bounded. It is easy to check that the condition K 2 Am is sucient for K
to map Y = Lv
p(X) into Lv
p(X) boundedly. This, however, is not the case in general and has
to be checked for particular spaces Y . At this point we modify the setting in [24] according to
Remark 2 given there. Associated to a space Y satisfying (Y ) and a weight m we introduce
the subalgebra
BY;m := fK : X  X ! C : K 2 Am and K is bounded from Y into Y g;
where
kKjBY;mk := maxfkKjAmk;kKjY ! Y kg (3.4)
denes its norm.
143.2 Associated sequence spaces
Let us start with the denition of an admissible covering of the index space X.
Denition 3.1. A family U = fUigi2I of subsets of X is called admissible covering of X, if
the following conditions are satised.
(i) Each set Ui;i 2 I, is relatively compact and has non-void interior.
(ii) It holds X =
S
i2I
Ui .
(iii) There exists some constant N > 0 such that
sup
j2I
]fi 2 I;Ui \ Uj 6= ;g  N < 1: (3.5)
Furthermore, we say that an admissible covering U = fUigi2I is moderate with respect to , if
it fullls the following additional assumptions.
(iv) There exists some constant D > 0 such that (Ui)  D for all i 2 I.
(v) There exists a constant ~ C such that
(Ui)  ~ C(Uj) ; for all i;j such that Ui \ Uj 6= ;:
Based on this framework, we are now able to dene sequence spaces associated to function
spaces Y on the set X with respect to the covering U.
Denition 3.2. Let U = fUigi be an admissible covering of X and let Y be a Banach function
space satisfying (Y ), which contains all the characteristic functions Ui. We dene the sequence
spaces Y [ and Y ] associated to Y as
Y [ = Y [(U) :=
n
figi2I : kfigi2IjY [k :=

 
X
i2I
jijUijY

  < 1
o
;
Y ] = Y ](U) :=
n
figi2I : kfigi2IjY ]k :=
 

X
i2I
jij(Ui) 1UijY
 
 < 1
o
:
Remark 3.3. Under certain conditions on the families U = fUigi2I and V = fVigi2I over
the same index set I, the sequence spaces Y ](U) and Y ](V) coincide (similar for Y [(U) and
Y [(V)), see Denition 7 and Lemma 6 in [24].
The following lemma states useful properties of these sequence spaces.
Lemma 3.4. Let U = fUigi be an admissible covering of X and let Y be a Banach function
space satisfying (Y ) which contains all the characteristic functions Ui.
(i) If there exist constants C;c > 0 such that c  (Ui)  C for all i 2 I then the spaces Y ]
and Y [ coincide in the sense of equivalent norms.
(ii) If for all i 2 I the relation kUijY k . vi holds, where vi = supx2Ui v(x), then we have the
continuous embeddings
`
vi
1 ,! Y [ ,! Y ] :
15Proof. The statement in (i) is immediate. The rst embedding in (ii) is a consequence of the
triangle inequality in Y , indeed
 

X
i2I
jijUijY
 
 
X
i2I
jijkUijY k .
X
i2I
jijvi :
The second embedding is a consequence of the fact that U is an admissible covering.
3.3 Coorbit spaces
We now introduce properly our coorbit spaces and show some of their basic properties. To
this end we x a space Y satisfying (Y ), a weight v  1, and a tight continuous frame
F = f xgx2X  H which satises the following property (Fv;Y ).
(Fv;Y ) The image space RF(Y ) is continuously embedded into L
1=v
1 (X;) and RF belongs to
the algebra BY;m, where m is the weight on X  X associated to v via (3.3).
The embedding RF(Y ) ,! L
1=v
1 (X;) might seem a bit strange at rst glance. However, we
will return to that point later on and reduce this question to conditions on the frame F and
the sequence space associated to Y . The property (Fv;Y ) sets us in the position to dene the
coorbit space CoY = Co(F;Y ). We rst dene the reservoir
H1
v = ff 2 H : VFf 2 Lv
1(X;)g (3.6)
endowed with the norm
kfjH1
vk = kVFfjLv
1k:
The space H1
v is a Banach space, see [24]. By RF 2 BY;m  Am we see immediately that
 x 2 H1
v for all x 2 X . We denote by (H1
v) the canonical anti-dual of H1
v. We may extend
the transform V to (H1
v) by
(VFf)(x) = f( x) ; x 2 X;f 2 (H1
v) : (3.7)
The reproducing formula still holds true. If F = VFf for f 2 (H1
v) then RF(F) = F.
Conversely, if F 2 L
1=v
1 satises the reproducing formula F = RF(F) then there exists an
f 2 (H1
v) such that F = VFf. For more details see [24, Sect. 3].
Now we are able to give the crucial denition of the coorbit space CoY .
Denition 3.5. Let Y be a Banach function space on X satisfying (Y ). Let further F =
f xgx2X be a tight continuous frame on X with property (Fv;Y ). The coorbit Co(F;Y ) of Y
with respect to F is given by
CoY = Co(F;Y ) := ff 2 (H1
v) : VFf 2 Y g with kfjCoY k = kV fjY k:
For proofs of the following properties we refer to [24]. As a consequence of property (Fv;Y )
the space (CoY;k  jCoY k) is a Banach space which is continuously embedded in (H1
v) and
depends on the frame F. Moreover, we have the identities CoLv
1 = H1
v, CoL
1=v
1 = (H1
v), and
CoL2 = H.
Suppose that w is another weight function such that (Fw;Y ) is satised. Let mw(x;y) be
the associated weight on XX. If mw(x;y)  Cmv(x;y) then the spaces CoY (v) and CoY (w)
coincide and their norms are equivalent.
16Finally, we shall focus on the essential question of the coincidence of the two spaces Co(F;Y )
and Co(G;Y ), where F and G are two dierent continuous frames. One way to answer the
above question is the following proposition which is essentially taken from [24]. Since we start
with tight continuous frames the situation simplies slightly here.
Lemma 3.6. Let Y be a Banach function space on X satisfying property (Y ) and let v be
a weight function. The tight continuous frames G = fgxgx2X and F = ffxgx2X on H are
supposed to satisfy (Fv;Y ). Moreover, we assume that the Gramian kernel
G(F;G)(x;y) := hfy;gxi ; x;y 2 X ; (3.8)
belongs to the algebra BY;m. Then it holds
Co(F;Y ) = Co(G;Y )
in the sense of equivalent norms.
We close this paragraph with a result concerning the independence of the coorbit space
Co(F;Y ) on the used reservoir (H1
v). We state a version of Theorem 4.5.13 in [40].
Lemma 3.7. Let Y be a Banach function space on X satisfying (Y ) and let v  1 be a
weight function. The denition of Co(F;Y ) is independent of the reservoir (H1
v) in the
following sense: Assume that S  H1
v is a non-trivial locally convex vector space and F  S
be a tight continuous frame satisfying (Fv;Y ). Assume further that the reproducing formula
VFf = RF(VFf) extends to all f 2 S (the topological anti-dual of S) then
Co(F;Y ) = ff 2 S : VFf 2 Y g:
Proof. Let f 2 S such that VFf 2 Y . Since the reproducing formula extends to S we have
VFf = RF(VFf) and hence VFf 2 RF(Y )  L
1=v
1 (X;) which gives f 2 (H1
v) by denition
of the latter space.
3.4 Discretizations
Next we come to a main feature of coorbit space theory, the discretization machinery. It is
based on the following denition, which is a slight modication of Denition 6 in [24] according
to Remark 5 there.
Denition 3.8. A tight continuous frame F = f'xgx2X is said to possess property D[;m;Y ]
for a xed  > 0 and a weight m : X  X ! R if there exists a moderate admissible covering
U = U = fUigi2I of X such that
sup
i2I
sup
x;y2Ui
m(x;y)  Cm;U ;
if the kernel RF belongs to BY;m, and if oscU(x;y) and osc
U(x;y) satisfy
koscUjBY;mk <  and kosc
UjBY;mk <  :
Here we put
oscU(x;y) := sup
z2Qy
jh'x;'y   'zij = sup
z2Qy
jRF(x;y)   RF(x;z)j;
osc
U(x;y) = oscU(y;x) and Qy =
S
y2Ui
Ui.
17The following lemma states conditions on the frame F and the space Y which ensure that
at least the test functions in H1
v are contained in CoY .
Lemma 3.9. Let Y be a Banach function space satisfying (Y ). Let further v  1 be a
weight function with the associated weight m = mv satisfying supi2I supx;y2Ui m(x;y)  C
and put vi = supx2Ui v(x). The frame F is supposed to satisfy (Fv;Y ) as well as D[1;1;Y ]
with corresponding covering U = fUigi2I. If kUijY k . vi then it holds k'xjCoY k . v(x) and
H1
v ,! CoY ,! (H1
v) : (3.9)
Proof. For all i 2 I and x 2 Ui we have
k'xjCoY k = kh'x;'yijY k 
 
(Ui) 1
Z
X
sup
z2Qx
jh'z;'yijUi(x)d(x)jY
 

. kosc + RFjY ! Y k  (Ui) 1kUijY k . vi . v(x):
The second embedding in (3.9) follows from RF(Y )  L
1=v
1 . By Theorem 1 in [24] an element
f 2 H1
v can be written as a sum f =
P
i2I jcij'xi, where I is a countable subset and
kfjH1
vk  inf
X
i2I
jcijv(xi);
where the inmum is taken over all representations of f in the above form. So let us take one
of these representations and estimate by using the triangle inequality
kfjCoY k 
X
i2I
jcij  k'xijCoY k 
X
i2I
jcijv(xi):
This concludes the proof.
We return to the question of ensuring RF(Y ) ,! L
1=v
1 (X). The following lemma states a
sucient condition.
Lemma 3.10. Let Y be a Banach function space satisfying (Y ) and v  1 be a weight function
with associated weight m satisfying supi2I supx;y2Ui m(x;y)  C and put vi = supx2Ui v(x).
If U = fUigi2I is a moderate admissible covering of X and kUijY k & 1=vi then we have the
continuous embedding Y ] ,! (L
1=v
1 )]. If the frame F satises in addition D[1;1;Y ] with respect
to this covering then we even have RF(Y )  L
1=v
1 (X;).
Proof. Using the assumption kUijY k & 1=vi we get by the solidity of Y

 
X
i2I
jij(Ui) 1UijY

   (Ui) 1jij  kUijY k & (Ui) 1jij
1
vi
for all i 2 I. This yields

 
X
i2I
jij(Ui) 1UijY

  & sup
i2I
(Ui) 1jij
1
vi
& kfigi2Ij(L1=v
1 )]k;
18where we applied (3.5) in the last step. This proves Y ] ,! (L
1=v
1 )]. To show RF(Y ) 
L
1=v
1 (X;) we start with F 2 Y and estimate as follows,
kRF(F)jL1=v
1 k = sup
x2X
jRF(F)(x)j
1
v(x)
. sup
i2I
sup
x2Ui
Z
X
jRF(x;y)F(y)jd(y)
1
vi
. sup
i2I
 
 sup
z2Ui
Z
X
jRF(z;y)F(y)jd(y)Ui(x)jY
 
 . sup
i2I
 

Z
X
sup
z2Qx
jRF(z;y)F(y)jd(y)Ui(x)jY
 



 
Z
X
(osc(x;y) + jRF(x;y)j)  jF(y)jd(y)jY

 :
Property D[1;1;Y ] gives in particular the boundedness of the considered integral operator and
we obtain
kRF(F)jL1=v
1 k  ckFjY k
which concludes the proof.
The following abstract discretization results for coorbit spaces is a slight generalization of
Theorem 5 in [24], see also Remark 5 there. We omit the proof since the necessary modications
are straightforward.
Theorem 3.11. Let Y be a Banach space of functions on X satisfying (Y ) and let v  1 be
a weight function with associated weight m. Assume that F = f'xgx2X is a tight continuous
frame satisfying (Fv;Y ) and D[;m;Y ] for some  > 0 with corresponding moderate admissible
covering U chosen in a way such that
(kRjBY;mk + maxfCm;UkRjBY;mk;kRjBY;mk + g)  1;
where Cm;U is the constant from Denition 3.8. Choose points xi 2 Ui. Then the discrete
system Fd := f'xigi2I is both an atomic decomposition of CoY with corresponding sequence
space Y ] as well as a Banach frame with corresponding sequence space Y [ . This means that
there exists a dual frame feigi2I such that for all f 2 CoY
(a)
kfjCoY k  kfhf;'xiigi2IjY [k and kfjCoY k  kfhf;eiigi2IjY ]k:
(b) If f 2 CoY then the series
f =
X
i2I
hf;eii'xi =
X
i2I
hf;'xiiei
converge unconditionally in the norm of CoY if the nite sequences are dense in Y ] and
with weak{convergence induced by (H1
v), in general.
In the sequel we are interested in (wavelet) bases for the spaces CoY . In many situations,
such as in wavelet analysis, one often has an orthonormal basis, biorthogonal basis or discrete
tight frame for the Hilbert space at disposal, which arises from sampling a continuous frame.
(Of course, such an orthonormal basis has to be derived from dierent principles than available
in the abstract situation of coorbit space theory.) Then the next main discretization result,
Theorem 3.14 below, provides simple conditions, which ensure that the basis expansion extends
to coorbit spaces, and characterizes them by means of associated sequence spaces. Our result
19generalizes one of Gr ochenig in classical coorbit space theory, see [27] and also Theorem 5.7 in
the preprint version of [42]. From an abstract viewpoint, extensions of basis expansions seem
very natural. However, in classical function space theory usually much eorts are carried out
in order to provide such wavelet basis characterization. In contrast, our discretization result
provides a general approach, which requires to check only a single condition in a concrete setup.
Before giving the precise statement of our result, we have to introduce some notation and
state some auxiliary lemmas. Given a continuous frame F dening the coorbit space Co(F;Y )
we would like to discretize by a dierent frame G = f xgx2X. Essentially this reduces to
conditions on the Gramian kernel G(F;G)(x;y) introduced above. If U = fUigi2I denotes a
moderate admissible covering of X and xi 2 Ui;i 2 I, then we dene the kernel
K(x;y) = sup
z2Qx
jG(F;G)(z;y)j = sup
z2Qx
jh'y; zij; (3.10)
where Qx =
S
i : x2Ui
Ui . Observe that K(x;y) depends on F;G and the covering U .
Lemma 3.12. Let Y , v, U = fUigi2I be as above and xi 2 Ui, i 2 I. Let further F =
f'xgx2X be a tight continuous frame satisfying (Fv;Y ), and CoY = Co(F;Y ). Assume that
G = f xgx2X  H1
v is a further continuous frame such that the kernel K in (3.10) belongs to
BY;m. Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of f such that
khf; xiigi2IjY [k  CkfjCoY (F;Y )k ; f 2 CoY :
Proof. Since F is a tight continuous frame with frame constants one, we have V 
FVF = Id,
see Subsection 2.1. We conclude that
(VGf)(xi) = (VGV 
FVFf)(xi) = VG
Z
X
VFf(y)'y d(y)

(xi)
=
Z
X
VFf(y)h'y; xiid(y):
This implies the relation j(VGf)(xi)j  K(jVFfj)(xi). We dene the function
H(x) =
X
i2I(x)
(VGf)(xi)Ui(x);
where I(x) = fj 2 I : x 2 Ujg, and observe that by (3.5)
jH(x)j 
X
i2I(x)
Ui(x)
Z
X
j(VFf)(y)j  K(xi;y)d(y)
 N
Z
X
j(VFf)(y)j  K(x;y)d(y):
Hence, jHj  K(j(VFf)j) and together with (Y ) and our assumption on K we get nally
kfVGf(xi)gi2IjY [k = kHjY k  NkKjY ! Y k  kVFfjY k  CkfjCoY k:
We need a further technical lemma.
20Lemma 3.13. Let Y , U, v, fxigi2I and m as above, such that Y ] ,! (L
1=v
1 )]. Let F = f'xgx2X
be a tight frame satisfying (Fv;Y ), put CoY = Co(F;Y ), and assume G = f xgx2X  H1
v to be
a continuous frame such that also K, see (3.10), belongs to BY;m. If figi2I 2 Y ] then the
sum
f =
X
i2I
i xi
converges unconditionally in the weak-topology of (H1
v) to an element f 2 CoY and there
exists a constant c > 0 such that
kfjCoY k  ckfigijY ]k: (3.11)
If the nite sequences are dense in Y ] we even have unconditional convergence in the norm of
CoY .
Proof. Step 1: We prove that
P
i2I jij  jh xi;'xij converges pointwise for every x 2 X and
that its pointwise limit function belongs to L
1=v
1 . This implies that the sequence of partial
sums of every rearrangement of
P
i2I i xi is uniformly bounded in (H1
v). Since by Theorem
1 in [24] spanf'x : x 2 Xg is dense in H1
v we conclude with an analogous argument as used in
[40, Lem. 4.5.8] that
P
i2I ih xi;'i converges unconditionally for every ' 2 H1
v. This denes
the weak-limit of the expansion of
P
i2I i xi. To show the necessary pointwise convergence
we estimate as follows,
1
v(x)
X
i
jih xi;'xij 
X
i2I
jij
vi

vi
v(x)
jh xi;'xij


sup
i
(Ui) 1jij
vi
Z
Ui
m(x;y) sup
z2Qy
jh z;'xijd(y) . kfigijY ]k  kKjAmk:
In the last step we used the assumption Y ]  (L
1=v
1 )].
Step 2. We already know that
P
i2I i xi =: f 2 (H1
v). We claim that f 2 CoY . Indeed,
kfjCo(F;Y )k = kVFfjY k =
 

X
i2I
ih xi;'xijY
 
 
 

X
i2I
jij sup
z2Ui
jh z;'xijjY
 

=
 

X
i2I
jij(Ui) 1
Z
X
sup
z2Qy
jh z;'xijUi(y)d(y)jY

 


 
Z
X
K(y;x)
X
i2I
jij(Ui) 1Ui(y)

d(y)jY

 :
By our assumption on K we obtain consequently
kfjCoY k  kKjY ! Y k 

 
X
i2I
jij(Ui) 1UijY

 ;
which reduces to (3.11) using the denition of Y ] . This type of argument also implies the
convergence in CoY if the nite sequences are dense in Y ].
Let now Gr = f r
xgx2X and ~ Gr = f ~  r
xgx2X, r = 1;:::;n, be continuous frames with as-
sociated Gramian kernels Kr(x;y) and ~ Kr(x;y) dened by (3.10) for a moderate admissible
covering U = fUigi2I .
21Now we are prepared to state our next discretization result. In contrast to the proof of its
predecessor in classical coorbit theory [27], we note, however, that it does not rely on our rst
discretization result Theorem 3.11.
Theorem 3.14. Let Y be as above and v and m such that Y ]  (L
1=v
1 )]. Let F = f'xgx2X
be a tight frame satisfying (Fv;Y ) and put CoY = Co(F;Y ). The continuous frames Gr =
f r
xgx2X; ~ Gr = f ~  xgx2X  H1
v are such that the corresponding kernels Kr and ~ K
r belong to
BY;m. Moreover, assume that
f =
n X
r=1
X
i2I
hf; r
xii ~  r
xi (3.12)
holds for all f 2 H where xi 2 Ui (the same covering which is used for the Gramian kernels
Kr and ~ Kr). Then the expansion (3.12) extends to all f 2 CoY . Furthermore, f 2 (H1
v)
belongs to CoY if and only if fhf; r
xiigi2I belongs to Y ] for each r = 1;:::;n. Then we have
kfjCoY k 
n X
r=1
kfhf; r
xiigi2IjY ]k: (3.13)
The convergence in (3.12) is in the norm of CoY if the nite sequences are dense in Y ]. In
general, we have weak-convergence induced by (H1
v).
Proof. By Lemmas 3.13 and 3.12 the expansion
n X
r=1
X
i2I
hf; r
xii ~  r
xi (3.14)
converges in the weak-topology of (H1
v) to an element ~ f 2 CoY  (H1
v) provided we assume
that either f 2 CoY or fhf; r
xiigi2I belongs to Y ] for each r = 1;:::;n. If the nite sequences
are dense in Y ] we even have convergence in CoY . It remains to show the identity f = ~ f.
Step 1. Let us start with an ' 2 H1
v. We apply Lemma 3.12 to the case Y = Lv
1 and
G = ~ Gr, r = 1;:::;n. The assumption ~ Kr 2 Am implies then that ~ Kr maps Lv
1 boundedly into
Lv
1. Therefore, Lemma 3.12 yields that fh'; ~  r
xiigi2I belongs to `
vi
1 for all r = 1;:::;n. Lemma
3.13 gives then that the expansion
n X
r=1
X
i2I
h'; ~  r
xii r
xi (3.15)
converges in the norm of H1
v to an element g 2 H1
v since the nites sequences are dense in `
vi
1 .
Observe that our global assumption v > 1 together with
khjHk2  khh;'xijL2(X)k2  khh;'xijL1(X)kkhh;'xijL1(X)k  khh;'xijL1(X)kkhjH1
vk
and
khh;'xijL1(X)k  khjHk  k'xjHk . khjHk;
using k'xjHk  C, imply the continuous embedding Hv
1 ,! H. Hence, (3.15) converges also in
H to g . On the other hand the identity in H
 =
n X
r=1
X
i2I
h; r
xii ~  r
xi
22for arbitrary  2 H gives
h;'i =
n X
r=1
X
i2I
h; r
xiih ~  r
xi;'i = h;
n X
r=1
X
i2I
h'; ~  r
xii r
xii = h;gi:
Choosing  = '   g gives ' = g .
Step 2. Using that (3.15) converges to ' in H1
v and that ~ f is the weak{limit of (3.14), we
nally obtain
f(') = f
 n X
r=1
X
i2I
h'; ~  r
xii r
xi

=
n X
r=1
X
i2I
h ~  r
xi;'if( r
xi)
=
n X
r=1
X
i2I
hf; r
xiih ~  r
xi;'i = ~ f('):
This implies f = ~ f since ' was chosen arbitrarily. The norm equivalence in (3.13) is a direct
consequence of Lemmas 3.12, 3.13.
4 Peetre type spaces and their coorbits
The generalized Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces to be studied later in Section 5 are dened as
coorbits of so-called Peetre spaces on the index set X = Rd [(0;1)[f1g] equipped with the
Radon measure  given by
Z
X
F(x)d(x) =
Z
R
d
Z 1
0
F(y;s)
ds
sd+1dy +
Z
R
d F(y;1)dy :
We intend to dene two general scales of Banach function spaces Pw
B;q;a(X) and Lw
B;q;a(X) on
X. The parameter B(Rd) is a Banach space of measurable functions on Rd, the parameter
w : X ! (0;1) represents a weight function on X, and 1  q  1, a > 0. The letter P refers
to Peetre's maximal function (2.3) which is always involved in the denition of Pw
B;q;a(X), see
Denition 4.6 below. Let us start with reasonable restrictions on the parameters w and B(Rd).
We use the class W3
1;2 of admissible weights introduced by Kempka [33].
Denition 4.1. A weight function w : X ! R+ belongs to the class W3
1;2 if and only if there
exist non-negative numbers 1;2;3  0 such that, for x = (x;t) 2 X,
(W1)
8
> <
> :

t
s
1
w(x;s)  w(x;t) 

t
s
 2
w(x;s) : 1  s  t > 0
t1w(x;1)  w(x;t)  t 2w(x;1) : s = 1;0 < t  1;
(W2) w(x;t)  w(y;t)

(1 + jx   yj=t)3 : t 2 (0;1)
(1 + jx   yj)3 : t = 1
for all y 2 Rd:
Example 4.2. The main examples are weights of the form
ws;s0(x;t) =
8
<
:
t s

1 +
jx x0j
t
s0
: t 2 (0;1)
(1 + jx   x0j)s0
: t = 1
:
where s;s0 2 R. The choice s0 = 0 is most common.
23Remark 4.3. The above considered weights are continuous versions of weights appearing in
the denition of certain 2-microlocal function spaces of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type, see for
instance [33, 34, 35].
The second ingredient is a Banach space B(Rd) of functions dened on Rd.
Denition 4.4. A solid Banach space B = B(Rd) of functions on Rd with norm k  jB(Rd)k
is called admissible if
(B1) the elements of B(Rd) are locally integrable functions with respect to the Lebesgue mea-
sure;
(B2) there exist real numbers 1  2 and 2  1 with 1  0 such that for every  > 0 there
are constants C;c with
ct2

1 +
jxj
t
2
 kQ
(x;t)jB(Rd)k  Ct1

1 +
jxj
t
1
; x 2 Rd;t 2 (0;1];
where Q
(x;t) = x + t[ ;]d denotes a d-dimensional cube with center x 2 Rd.
Example 4.5. If B(Rd) = Lp(Rd) is the classical Lebesgue space then
kQ
(x;t)jB(Rd)k = (2)dtd=p :
Hence, the parameters in condition (B2) are given by C = c = (2)d, 1 = 2 = d=p, and
1 = 2 = 0.
4.1 Peetre type spaces on X
Our key ingredient in recovering generalized Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces are the following
function spaces on X dened via the Peetre maximal function in (2.3).
Denition 4.6. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, and w 2 W3
1;2 be a weight function. Assume that
B(Rd) is a solid Banach space of functions on Rd satisfying (B1) and (B2). Then we dene
by
Pw
B;q;a(X) := fF : X ! C : kFjPw
B;q;ak < 1g;
Lw
B;q;a(X) := fF : X ! C : kFjLw
B;q;ak < 1g
two scales of function spaces on X, where the norms are given by (2.4) and (2.5).
Remark 4.7. Assume that in addition the space B(Rd) is uniformly translation invariant,
i.e., the translation operators dened by Txg = g(   x) are uniformly bounded from B(Rd) to
B(Rd),
sup
x2R
d
kTx : B(Rd) ! B(Rd)k < 1: (4.1)
Moreover, we assume that
w(x;t) = ~ w(t) ; (x;t) 2 X :
Under this stronger condition we dene the scale of spaces Lw
B;q(X), 1  q  1, by
kFjLw
B;qk := j ~ w(1)j  kF(;1)jB(Rd)k +
Z 1
0
j ~ w(t)jqkF(;t)jB(Rd)kq dt
td+1
1=q
:
24These spaces can then also be taken in replacement of Lw
B;q;a(X). An important class of ex-
amples of uniformly translation invariant spaces are the unweighted classical Lebesgue space
Lp(Rd).
In the following we prove assertions on the boundedness of certain integral operators be-
tween these spaces. Recall that for a function G : X ! C the action of a kernel K on G is
dened by
K(G)(x;t) =
Z
R
d K((x;t);(y;1))G(y;1)dy +
Z
R
d
Z 1
0
K((x;t);(y;s))G(y;s)
ds
sd+1 dy :
Condition (4.2) below will be satised for kernels associated to continuous wavelet transforms
to be studied later.
Proposition 4.8. Assume that K((x;t);(y;s)) denotes a kernel function on X X such that
K((x;t);(y;s)) 
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
G1

y x
t ; s
t

: t;s 2 (0;1) ;
G2

y x
t ; 1
t) : t 2 (0;1);s = 1 ;
G3(y   x;s) : t = 1;s 2 (0;1) ;
G4(y   x) : t = s = 1
(4.2)
for some functions G1;G2;G3;G4. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, and w 2 W3
1;2. Assume B(Rd) is a
solid Banach function space satisfying (B1) and (B2) and suppose that the following quantities
are nite,
M1 :=
Z 1
0
Z
R
d jG1(y;r)j(1 + jyj)ard=q maxf1;r agmaxfr 1;r2gdy
dr
rd+1 ;
M2 :=
Z 1
1
Z
R
d t2+d=q(1 + jyj)a sup
t=2t0t
jG2(y;t0)jdy
dt
td+1 ;
M3 :=
Z 1
0
Z
R
d r (1+2a+d=q0 d) sup
r=2r0r
jG3(y;r0)j(1 + jyj)a dy
dr
rd+1 ;
M4 :=
Z
R
d jG4(y)j(1 + jyj)a dy ;
(4.3)
where q0 is such that 1=q + 1=q0 = 1. Then
kK : Pw
B;q;a(X) ! Pw
B;q;a(X)k . M1 + M2 + M3 + M4
and kK : Lw
B;q;a(X) ! Lw
B;q;a(X)k . M1 + M2 + M3 + M4 :
Proof. We prove the assertion only for the space Pw
B;q;a. For Lw
B;q;a the calculation is simpler
25and the modications are straightforward. We rst observe that, for a function F 2 Pw
B;q;a(X),
kK(F)jPw
B;q;ak 

 
Z 1
0
h
sup
z2R
d
w(;t)
(1 + jzj=t)a
Z
R
d
Z 1
0
jK(( + z;t);(y;r))F(y;r)j
dr
rd+1 dy
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)

 
+

 
Z 1
0
h
sup
z2R
d
h w(;t)
(1 + jzj=t)a
Z
R
d K(( + z;t);(y;1))F(y;1)dy
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)

 
+

  sup
z2R
d
w(;1)
(1 + jzj)a
Z 1
0
Z
R
d jK(( + z;1);(y;r))F(y;r)jdy
dr
rd+1jB(Rd)

 
+
 
 sup
z2R
d
w(;1)
(1 + jzj)a
Z
R
d jK(( + z;1);(y;1))F(y;1)jdyjB(Rd)
 
:
We denote the summands appearing on the right-hand side by S1;S2;S3;S4. Let us rst treat
S4. We have
S4 

  sup
z2R
d
w(;1)
(1 + jzj)a
Z
R
d jG4(y   ( + z))F(y;1)jdyjB(Rd)

 


 
Z
R
d jG4(y)jw(;1) sup
z2R
d
jF( + y + z;1)j
(1 + jzj)a dyjB(Rd)

 

Z
R
d jG4(y)j(1 + jyj)a dy
 
w(;1) sup
z2Z
d
jF( + z;1)j
(1 + jzj)a jB(Rd)
 
 = M4kFjPw
B;a;qk:
Similarly, we obtain
S2 

 
Z 1
0
h
sup
z2R
d
w(;t)
(1 + jzj=t)a
Z
R
d

 G2
y   ( + z)
t
;
1
t

 F(y;1)

 dy
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)

 
.

 w(;1) sup
z2R
d
jF( + z;1)j
(1 + jzj)a jB(Rd)

 
Z 1
0
h
t 2
Z
R
d

 G2
y
t
;
1
t

(1 + jyj)a

 dy
iq dt
td+1
1=q
.
Z 1
1
h
t2 d+2d=q
Z
R
d jG2(y;t)j(1 + jyj)a dy
iq dt
td+1
1=q
kFjPw
B;q;ak  M2kFjPw
B;q;ak :
The next step is to estimate
S1 .
 

Z 1
0
h
w(;t)
Z 1=t
0
Z
R
d jG1(y;r)j sup
z2R
d
jF( + z + ty;rt)j
(1 + jzj=t)a dy
dr
rd+1
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)
 

.
 

Z 1
0
h
w(;t)
Z 1=t
0
Z
R
d jG1(y;r)j(1 + jyj)a sup
z2R
d
jF( + z;rt)j
(1 + jzj=t)a dy
dr
rd+1
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)
 
:
Minkowski's inequality and a change of variable in the integral over t gives
S1 .
Z 1
0
Z
R
d jG1(y;r)j(1 + jyj)a maxf1;r agmaxfr 1;r2grd=q


 
Z 1
0
h
w(;t) sup
z2R
d
jF( + z;t)j
(1 + jzj=t)a
iq dt
td+1
1=q
jB(Rd)

 dy
dr
rd+1
. M1kFjPw
B;q;ak:
26It remains to estimate S3. Using (W1) we get
S3 
 
 sup
z2R
d
w(;1)
(1 + jzj)a
Z 1
0
Z
R
d jG3(y   ( + z);r)F(y;r)jdy
dr
rd+1jB(Rd)
 


 

Z 1
0
Z
R
d w(;r)r 1jG3(y;r)j sup
z2R
d
jF( + y + z;r)j
(1 + jzj)a dy
dr
rd+1jB(Rd)
 
:
(4.4)
For r 2 (0;1) we can estimate the supremum above by
sup
z2R
d
jF(x + y + z;r)j
(1 + jzj)a = sup
w2R
d
jF(x + w;r)j
(1 + jw   yj)a 
(1 + jwj=r)a
(1 + jwj=r)a
 sup
w2R
d
jF(x + w;r)j
(1 + jwj=r)a  r a(1 + jyj=r)a  sup
w2R
d
jF(x + w;r)j
(1 + jwj=r)a r 2a(1 + jyj)a :
Pluggin this into (4.4) and using H older's inequality with 1=q + 1=q0 = 1 we nally get
S3 .
Z 1
0
h
r (1+2a)
Z
R
d G3(y;r)(1 + jyj)a dy
iq0 dr
rd+1
1=q0
kFjPw
B;a;qk  M3kFjPw
B;a;qk :
This concludes the proof.
Remark 4.9. According to Remark 4.7 the conditions in (4.3) are simpler in the translation
invariant case. The parameter a is then not required.
We need a similar statement in order to guarantee that K belongs to Amv, where mv is
the associated weight to v : X ! R given by
mv((x;t);(y;s)) := max
nv(x;t)
v(y;s)
;
v(y;s)
v(x;t)
o
(4.5)
for the special choice
v(x;t) :=

t (1 + jxj=t) : t 2 (0;1]
(1 + jxj) : t = 1
; (4.6)
where ;  0. Recall that we dene K(x;y) = K(y;x).
Proposition 4.10. Let K be a kernel function on X  X such that K and K satisfy (4.2)
with functions Gi and G
i, i = 1;:::;4, respectively. Let further v and mv be given by (4.6) and
(4.5). If the quantities
S1 :=
Z 1
0
Z
R
d jG1(y;t)jmaxft;t 1gjj+jj(1 + jyj)jjdy
dt
td+1 ;
S2 := esssup
t>1
tjj+jj d
Z
R
d jG2(y;t)j(1 + jyj)jjdy ;
S3 :=
Z 1
0
Z
R
d jG3(y;t)jt (jj+jj)(1 + jyj)jjdy
dt
td+1 ;
S4 :=
Z
R
d jG4(y)j(1 + jyj)jj dy ;
(4.7)
and the corresponding ones for K in terms of the function G
i are nite then we have K;K 2
Amv.
27Proof. A straightforward computation shows
mv((x;t);(y;s))  max
ns
t
;
t
s
ojj+jj
1 +
jx   yj
t
jj
(4.8)
(obvious modication in case s = 1 or t = 1). According to (3.2) we have to show that
kKjAmvk := max
n
esssup
x2X
Z
Y
mv(x;y)jK(x;y)jd(y) ; esssup
y2X
Z
X
mv(x;y)jK(x;y)jd(x)
o
(similar for K) is nite. Combining (4.2), (4.7), and (4.8) nishes the proof.
4.2 Associated sequence spaces
As the next step we study the structure of the sequence spaces Pw
B;q;a(X)] and Lw
B;q;a(X)]
associated to Peetre type spaces. We will use the following covering of the space X. For  > 0
and  > 1 we consider the family U; = fUj;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d of subsets
U0;k = Q0;k  f1g ; k 2 Zd ;
Uj;k = Qj;k  [ j; j+1) ; j 2 N;k 2 Zd ;
where Qj;k = k +  j[0;1]d. We will use the notation
j;k(x) =

1 : x 2 Uj;k ;
0 : otherwise :
Clearly, we have X 
S
j2N0;k2Z
d Uj;k and U; is a moderate admissible covering of X. We
now investigate properties of the sequence spaces (CoPw
B;q;a)] and (CoLw
B;q;a)], recall Denition
3.2.
Lemma 4.11. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, and w 2 W3
1;2. Let B(Rd) be a solid Banach space
satisfying (B1) and (B2). Then we have
v 1
j;k . kUj;kjPw
B;q;ak ; j 2 N0;k 2 Zd ; (4.9)
where vj;k = sup
(x;t)2Uj;k
vw;B;q(x;t) with
vw;B;q(x;t) =

t j1+2 d=qj(1 + jxj=t)j3 2j : 0 < t  1
(1 + jxj)j3 2j : t = 1:
(4.10)
for (x;t) 2 X. The same holds for Lw
B;q;a(X) in replacement of Pw
B;q;a(X).
Proof. Assume j  1, k 2 Zd and choose (x;t) 2 Uj;k arbitrarily. By (W2) we have
kUj;kjPw
B;q;ak  t d=qw(x;t)

  sup
z2R
d
j;k( + z)
(1 + jzj=t)ajB(Rd)

 
& t d=q+1(1 + jxj=t) 3kj;kjB(Rd)k
& t d=q+1+2(1 + jxj=t)2 3 :
Hence, choosing vw;B;q(x;t) as above gives (4.9). Note that vw;B;q  1. In case j = 0 the
modications are straightforward.
Our next result provides equivalent norms of the sequence spaces associated to the Peetre
type function spaces on X.
28Theorem 4.12. Let 1  q  1, B(Rd), w as in Lemma 4.11, and a > 0. Then
kfj;kgj;kj(Pw
B;q;a)]k


  sup
z2R
d
1
(1 + jzj)a
X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;k( + z)jB(Rd)

 
+

 
 X
j2N0
h
sup
z2R
d
dj=q
(1 + jjzj)a
X
k2Z
d
w(k j; j)jj;kjj;k( + z)
iq1=q
jB(Rd)

 
(4.11)
and
kfj;kgj;kj(Lw
B;q;a)]k


  sup
z2R
d
1
(1 + jzj)a
X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;k( + z)jB(Rd)

 
+
 X
j2N0

  sup
z2R
d
dj=q
(1 + jjzj)a
X
k2Z
d
w(k j; j)jj;kjj;k( + z)jB(Rd)

 
q1=q
:
(4.12)
Additionally, we have (Lw
B;q;a)] = (Lw
B;q;a)[ and (Pw
B;q;a)] = (Pw
B;q;a)[, respectively.
Proof. According to Denition 3.2 the statement is a result of a straightforward computation
taking (W2) into account.
If we have additional knowledge on the space B(Rd), then the structure of the sequence
spaces (Pw
B;q;a)] and (Lw
B;q;a)] simplies signicantly. Indeed, under some additional conditions
(see below) they coincide with the spaces pw
B;q and `w
B;q of which the norms are given by
kfj;kgj;kjpw
B;qk =
 

X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;kjB(Rd)

 
+

 
 X
j2N0
dj
h X
k2Z
d
w(k j; j)jj;kjj;k
iq1=q
jB(Rd)

 ;
and
kfj;kgj;kj`w
B;qk 

 
X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;kjB(Rd)

 
+
 X
j2N0
dj

 
X
k2Z
d
w(k j; j)jj;kjj;kjB(Rd)

 
q1=q
;
respectively, and get therefore independence of a. Before giving a precise statement we rst
introduce the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function Mrf, r > 0. It is dened for f 2 Lloc
1 (Rd)
via
(Mrf)(x) = sup
x2Q
 1
jQj
Z
Q
jf(y)jr dy
1=r
; x 2 Rd ;
where the sup runs over all rectangles Q containing x with sides parallel to the coordinate
axes. The following majorant property of the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function is taken
from [51, II.3].
29Lemma 4.13. Let f 2 Lloc
1 (Rd) and ' 2 L1(Rd) where '(x) =  (jxj) with a nonnegative
decreasing function   : [0;1) ! R. Then we have
j(f  ')(x)j  (M1f)(x)k'jL1(Rd)k
for all x 2 Rd .
Proof. A proof can be found in [51, II.3], page 59.
Let us further dene the space B(`q;Rd) as the space of all sequences of measurable func-
tions ffkgk2I on Rd such that
kffkgk2IjB(`q;Rd)k :=

 
X
k2I
jfkjq
1=q
jB(Rd)

  < 1:
Corollary 4.14. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, and B(Rd), w as above.
(i) If for some r > 0 with ar > d the Hardy{Littlewood maximal operator Mr is bounded
on B(Rd) and on B(`q;Rd) then (Lw
B;q;a)] = `w
B;q and (Pw
B;q;a)] = pw
B;q, respectively.
(ii) If B(Rd) is uniformly translation invariant, see (4.1), then (Lw
B;q;a)] = (Lw
B;q)] = `w
B;q
provided a > d.
Proof. For (x;t) 2 Uj;k, we have
sup
z
jj;k(w + z)j
(1 + jjzj)ar .
1
(1 + jw   xj=t)ar .

j;k 
t d
(1 + j  j=t)ar

(w): (4.13)
Indeed, the rst estimate is obvious. Let us establish the second one

j;k 
1
(1 + j  j=t)ar

(w) =
Z
Qj;k
1
(1 + jw   yj=t)ar dy &
Z
jyjct
1
(1 + jw   x   yj=t)ar dy
=
Z
jyjct
1
(1 + jw   xj=t + jyj=t)ar dy & td
Z 1
0
sd 1
(1 + jw   xj=t + s)ar ds &
td
(1 + jw   xj=t)ar :
Because of ar > d the functions gj = jd(1+jjj) ar belong to L1(Rd) and the L1(Rd) norms
are uniformly bounded in j.
(i) We use Lemma 4.13 in order to estimate the convolution on the right-hand side of (4.13)
by the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function and obtain
sup
z
jj;k(x + z)j
(1 + jjzj)ar . M1(j;k)(x) ; x 2 Rd :
Hence, we can rewrite (4.11) as
kfj;kgj;kj(Pw
B;q;a)]k .

 Mr
h X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;k
i
()jB(Rd)

 
+

 
 X
j2N0
h
Mr
X
k2Z
d
dj=qw(k j; j)jj;kjj;k
iq1=q
jB(Rd)

 :
30Since by assumption Mr is bounded on B(`q;Rd) we obtain the desired upper estimate. The
corresponding estimate from below is trivial. The proof of the coincidence (Lw
B;q;a)] = `w
B;q is
similar.
For the proof of (ii) we do not need the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function. We use (4.13)
with r = 1 and simply Minkowski's inequality. This yields
 X
j2N0
 
 sup
z2R
d
dj=q
(1 + jjzj)a
X
k2Z
d
w(k j; j)jj;kjj;k( + z)jB(Rd)
 

q1=q
.
 X
j2N0
 

 X
k2Z
d
jd=qw(k j; j)jj;kjj;k()

 gj()jB(Rd)
 

q1=q
.
 X
j2N0
hZ
R
d gj(y)
 

X
k2Z
d
jd=qw(k j; j)jj;kjj;k(   y)jB(Rd)
 
dy
iq1=q
.
 X
j2N0
jd
 

X
k2Z
d
w(k j; j)jj;kjj;k(   y)jB(Rd)
 

q1=q
:
The same argument works for the rst summand in (4.12). The estimate from below is trivial.
Remark 4.15. The main examples for spaces B(Rd) satisfying the assumptions in Corollary
4.14 are ordinary Lebesgue spaces Lp(Rd), 1  p  1, Muckenhoupt weighted Lebesgue space
Lp(Rd;v), 1  p  1, and Morrey spaces Mu;p(Rd), 1  p  u  1, dened in Subsection
5.3.
Remark 4.16. Corollary 4.14(ii) remains valid if we weaken condition (4.1) in the following
sense,
kTx : B(Rd) ! B(Rd)k < (1 + jxj)
for some  > 0. One has to adjust the parameter a in this case. This setting applies to certain
weighted Lp-spaces B(Rd) = Lp(Rd;!) with polynomial weight !(y) = (1 + jyj).
4.3 The coorbits of P w
B;q;a(X) and Lw
B;q;a(X)
Now we apply the abstract coorbit space theory from Section 3 to our concrete setup. We put
H = L2(Rd) and x an admissible continuous wavelet frame F in the sense of Denition 2.1.
According to the abstract theory in Section 3 the operator RF is then given by
RF((x;t);(y;s)) = h'(x;t);'(y;s)i ; (x;t);(y;s) 2 X :
The relevant properties of this kernel and the kernels below depend on smoothness and decay
conditions of the wavelets, see Denition 1.1. The next result plays a crucial role and is proved
in [61, Lem. A.3]. Similar results which are stated in a dierent language can be found for
instance in [25, Lem. B1, B2], [43, Lem. 1], and [32, Lem. 1.2.8, 1.2.9].
Lemma 4.17. Let L 2 N0, K > 0, and g;f;f0 2 L2(Rd).
31(i) Let g satisfy (D), (ML 1) and let f0 satisfy (D), (SK). Then for every N 2 N there exists
a constant CN such that the estimate
j(Wgf0)(x;t)j  CN
tminfL;Kg+d=2
(1 + jxj)N
holds true for x 2 Rd and 0 < t < 1.
(ii) Let g;f satisfy (D), (ML 1) and (SK). For every N 2 N there exists a constant CN such
that the estimate
j(Wgf)(x;t)j  CN
tminfL;Kg+d=2
(1 + t)2minfL;Kg+d

1 +
jxj
1 + t
 N
holds true for x 2 Rd and 0 < t < 1.
Based on this lemma, we can show that the kernel RF acts continuously on Pw
B;q;a(X).
Lemma 4.18. Let F be an admissible continuous wavelet frame. Then the operator RF
belongs to BY;m for Y = Pw
B;q;a(X) or Y = Lw
B;q;a(X) and every v;m given by (4.6) and (4.5).
Moreover, it holds RF(Y )  L
1=vw;B;q
1 (X;) where vw;B;q is dened in (4.10).
Proof. We use that
RF((x;t);(y;s)) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
W

y x
t ; s
t

: t;s 2 (0;1] ;
W0(y   x;s) : t = 1;s 2 (0;1] ;
W0

y x
t ; 1
t

: t 2 (0;1];s = 1 ;
W00(y   x;1) : t = s = 1 ;
where the operator V denotes the continuous wavelet transform, see Subsection 1.3. Together
with Propositions 4.8, 4.10 in combination with Lemma 4.17, this yields that RF belongs to
BY;m . The embedding R(Y )  L
1=vw;B;q
1 (X;) follows from the abstract result in Lemma 3.10
and the choice of the weight vw;B;q in Lemma 4.11. To prove that F satises the property
D[1;1;Y ] we refer to Subsection 4.4 below and Proposition 4.22.
Now we are ready to dene the coorbits CoPw
B;q;a and CoLw
B;q;a.
Denition 4.19. Let 1  q  1, B(Rd) and w as above, F be an admissible continuous frame
in the sense of Denition 2.1, and a > 0. We dene
CoPw
B;q;a = Co(Pw
B;q;a;F) := ff 2 (H1
vw;B;q) : VFf 2 Pw
B;q;a(X)g;
CoLw
B;q;a = Co(Lw
B;q;a;F) := ff 2 (H1
vw;B;q) : VFf 2 Lw
B;q;a(X)g:
Based on the abstract theory we immediately obtain the following basic properties of the
introduced coorbit spaces.
Theorem 4.20. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, w 2 W3
1;2, F be an admissible frame, and let B(Rd)
satisfy (B1) and (B2). Then we have the following properties.
(a) If a > 0 then the spaces CoLw
B;q;a and CoPw
B;q;a are Banach spaces.
32(b) A function F 2 Pw
B;q;a (or Lw
B;q;a) is of the form VFf for some f 2 CoPw
B;q;a (or CoLw
B;q;a)
if and only if F = RF(F).
(c) The spaces CoPw
B;q;a and CoLw
B;q;a do not depend on the frame F in the sense that a dier-
ent admissible frame in the sense of Denition 2.1 leads to the same space. Furthermore,
if we use a weight of the form (4.6) satisfying v(x)  vw;B;q(x) then the corresponding
spaces coincide as well. We also have
CoPw
B;q;a = ff 2 S0(Rd) : VFf 2 Pw
B;q;ag;
and similarly for CoLw
B;q;a .
Proof. Assertions (a), (b) follow from Proposition 2(a),(b) in [24] and Lemma 4.18. The
assertion in (c) is a consequence of the abstract independence results in Lemmas 3.6, 3.7
together with Proposition 4.8.
4.4 Discretizations
In the following we use a covering U = U; = fUj;kgj;k as introduced in Subsection 4.2.
Denition 4.21. The oscillation kernels osc; and osc
; are given as follows
osc;((x;t);(y;s)) = sup
(z;r)2Q(y;s)
jRF((x;t);(y;s))   RF((x;t);(z;r))j;
where Q(y;s) =
S
(j;k):(y;s)2Uj;k
Uj;k, and osc
; is its adjoint.
Next, we show that the norms of these kernels can be made arbitrarily small by choosing
a suciently ne covering.
Proposition 4.22. Let F = f'xgx2X be an admissible continuous frame in the sense of
Denition 2.1.
(i) Let 0 > 0 and 0 > 1 be arbitrary. The kernels osc; and osc
; with 0 <   0 and
1 <   0 are uniformly bounded operators on Pw
B;q;a(X) and belong to Amv for every
weight v of the form (4.6).
(ii) If  # 0 and  # 1 then
kosc; : Pw
B;q;a ! Pw
B;q;ak ! 0 ; kosc
; : Pw
B;q;a ! Pw
B;q;ak ! 0:
Proof. Because of the particular structure of F, see Denition 2.1, we guarantee that 
satises (D);(ML) and (SL) and that 0 satises (D) and (SL) for all L > 0. Putting G1(y;s) =
W(y;s), G2(y;s) = (W0)(y;s), G3(y;s) = (W0)(y;s) and G4(y) = (W00)(y;1) then
Lemma 4.17 yields the following estimates for every L > 0 and every N 2 N
jGi(y;s)j  CN
si
(1 + s)i

1 +
jyj
1 + s
 N
; y 2 Rd;s 2 (0;1];i = 1;2;3; (4.14)
where 1 = L + d=2;1 = 2L + d, 2 = 0;2 = L + d=2 and 3 = L + d=2;3 = 0. Moreover,
we have
jG4(y)j  CN(1 + jyj) N :
33For K = osc we choose the set U = [ ;]d[ 1;] and U0 = [ ;]d and use the functions
from (4.2),
G
]
1(y;s) = sup
(z;r)2(y;s)U
jG1(y;s)   G1(z;r)j ;
G
]
2(y;s) = sup
(z;s)2(y;s)[U0f1g]
jG2(y;s)   G2(z;s)j ;
G
]
3(y;s) = sup
(z;r)2(y;s)U
jG3(y;s)   G3(z;r)j ;
G
]
4(y) = sup
z2y+U0
jG4(y)   G4(z)j;
where (y;s)  U = f(y + sx;st) : (x;t) 2 Ug. Clearly, the functions G
]
i depend on ; and
obey a similar behavior as the functions Gi in (4.14) and moreover, the functions appearing in
(4.3) possess this behavior for the same reason. The integrals in (4.14) are uniformly bounded
in   0 and   0. Using Propositions 4.8, 4.10 we obtain (i) for K = osc.
For the kernel osc we have to replace G
]
i(y;s) by G
]]
i (y;s) dened via
G
]]
1 (y;s) = sup
(z;r)2U 1(y;s)
jG1(y;s)   G1(z;r)j;
G
]]
2 (y;s) = sup
(z;r)2U 1(y;s)
jG2(y;s)   G2(z;r)j;
G
]]
3 (y;s) = sup
(z;s)2[U0f1g](y;s)
jG3(y;s)   G3(z;s)j;
G
]]
4 (y) = sup
z2y+U0
jG4(y)   G4(z)j;
where U 1 = f( x=t;1=t) : (x;t) 2 Ug and U (y;s) = f(x+ty;st) : (x;t) 2 Ug. Analogous
arguments give (i) for osc. For the proof of (ii) we use the continuity of the functions Gi and
argue analogously as in [28, Lem. 4.6(ii)].
Let us state the rst discretization result.
Theorem 4.23. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, w 2 W3
1;2, B(Rd) satisfying (B1) and (B2), and
F = f'xgx2X be an admissible continuous wavelet frame. There exist 0 > 0 and 0 > 1, such
that for all 0 <   0 and 1 <   0 there is a discrete wavelet frame Fd = f'xj;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d
with xj;k = (k j; j) and a corresponding dual frame Ed = fej;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d such that
(a)
kfjCoPw
B;q;ak  kfhf;'xj;kig
j2N0;k2Z
dj(Pw
B;q;a)]k  kfhf;ej;kig
j2N0;k2Z
dj(Pw
B;q;a)]k:
(b) If f 2 CoPw
B;q;a then the series
f =
X
j2N0
X
k2Z
d
hf;ej;ki'xj;k =
X
j2N0
X
k2Z
d
hf;'xj;kiej;k
converge unconditionally in the norm of CoPw
B;q;a if the nite sequences are dense in
(Pw
B;q;a)] and with weak{convergence induced by (H1
v) otherwise.
34Proof. The assertion is a consequence of our abstract Theorem 3.11. Due to the choice of
v = vw;B;q, see (4.10), we know by Lemma 4.18 that RF belongs to BY;m for Y = Pw
B;q;a, and
that RF(Pw
B;q;a) ,! L
1=v
1 (X). Hence, we have that F satises (Fv;Y ) for Y = Pw
B;q;a(X). As
a consequence of Proposition 4.22, the kernels osc; and osc
; are bounded operators from
Y to Y , and the norms of osc; and osc
; tend to zero when  ! 0 and  ! 1. Choosing
v  vw;B;q and the weight m accordingly, we obtain by analogous arguments that the norms
of osc; and osc
; in Am tend to zero. Therefore, we have F 2 D[;m;Y ] for every  > 0.
In particular, F satises D[1;1;Y ].
4.5 Wavelet bases
In the sequel we are interested in the discretization of coorbits with respect to Peetre type
spaces via d-variate wavelet bases of the following type. According to Lemma A.2 we start
with a scaling function  0 and wavelet  1 belonging to L2(R). Let further E = f0;1gd.
For c 2 E we dene the function  c : Rd ! R by the tensor product  c =
Nd
i=1  ci, i.e.,
 c(x) =
Qd
i=1  ci(xi). The frame 	c on X is given by 	c = f c
zgz2X, where for c 6= 0
 c
(x;t) =

TxD
L2
t  c : 0 < t < 1;
Tx c : t = 1;
and
 0
(x;t) =

0 : 0 < t < 1;
Tx 0 : t = 1:
This construction leads to a family of continuous systems 	c; c 2 E. Our aim is to apply
Theorem 3.14 in order to achieve wavelet basis characterizations of the Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel
type spaces CoPw
B;q;a and CoLw
B;q;a. In order to apply the abstract result in Theorem 3.14 we
have to consider the Gramian cross kernels Kc and K
c related to the covering U; dened by
Kc(x;y) = sup
z2Qx
jG(F;Gc)(z;y)j; x;y 2 X ;c 2 E ;
and K
c(x;y) = Kc(y;x), see (3.8) and (3.10).
Lemma 4.24. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, w 2 W3
1;2, B(Rd) satisfying (B1) and (B2). Let
further F be an admissible continuous frame, Gc be the frames from above, and Kc;K
c, c 2 E,
the corresponding Gramian cross kernels. The weight vw;B;q is given by (4.10) and mw;B;q
denotes its associated weight. Assume further that the functions  0; 1 satisfy (D) and (SK),
and that  1 also satises (ML 1).
(i) Under the assumption
K;L > max
nd
2
+ j3   2j +

 
d
q
  1   2

 ; 
d
2
+ 2j3   2j +

 
d
q
  1   2

 
o
(4.15)
we have Kc;K
c 2 Amw;B;q for all c 2 E .
(ii) If
K;L > max
nd
q
 
d
2
+ 2 + a;1 + 2a +
d
2
 
d
q
o
(4.16)
then the kernels Kc;K
c dene bounded operators from Pw
B;q;a(X) to Pw
B;q;a(X).
35Proof. We start with c 2 E;c 6= 0. The following is analogous to the treatment of osc in
Proposition 4.22. As before we use the sets U = [ ;]d  [ 1;] and U0 = [ ;]d. A
straightforward computation (analogously to the proof of Proposition 4.22) gives the bounds
(4.2) for the kernel Kc with
Gc
1(y;s) = sup
(z;r)2U 1(y;s)
j(W c)(z;r)j ; 0 < s < 1;y 2 Rd ;
Gc
2(y;s) = sup
(z;r)2U 1(y;s)
j(W0 c)(z;r)j ; 1 < s < 1;y 2 Rd ;
Gc
3(y;s) = sup
(z;s)2[U0f1g](y;s)
j(W c)(z;s)j ; 0 < s < 1;y 2 Rd ;
Gc
4(y) = sup
z2U0+y
j(W0 c)(z;1)j ; y 2 Rd :
See the proof of Proposition 4.22 for the used notation. Since  c satises (D),(SK), (ML 1),
and  satises (MJ) for all J 2 N, we obtain with the help of Lemma 4.17 the following
estimates, valid for all N 2 N,
jGc
1(y;s)j  CN
sK+d=2
(1 + s)2K+d

1 +
jyj
s + 1
 N
;
jGc
2(y;s)j  CNs (L+d=2)

1 +
jyj
s
 N
;
jGc
3(y;s)j  CN
sK+d=2
(1 + jyj)N ;
jGc
4(y)j 
CN
(1 + jxj)N :
(4.17)
Now we consider the kernels K
c, c 2 E. In this case we obtain (4.2) with
G
;c
1 (y;s) = sup
(z;r)2(y;s)U
j(W c)(z;r)j ; 0 < s < 1;y 2 Rd ;
G
;c
2 (y;s) = sup
(z;s)2(y;s)[U0f1g]
j(W c)(z;s)j ; 1 < s < 1;y 2 Rd ;
G
;c
3 (y;s) = sup
(z;r)2(y;s)U
j(W c0)(z;s)j ; 0 < s < 1;y 2 Rd ;
G
;c
4 (y) = sup
z2y+U0
j(W c0)(z;1)j ; y 2 Rd :
See again the proof of Proposition 4.22 for the used notation. The corresponding estimates are
similar to (4.17), we just have to swap the role of K and L. Hence, Proposition 4.10 implies
that Kc;K
c belong to Amw;B;q if (4.15) is satised. Similar, Proposition 4.8 implies that the
operators Kc;K
c map Pw
B;q;a boundedly into Pw
B;q;a if (4.16) is satised. In case c = 0 we have
G0
1 = G0
2 = 0, and G3(y;s), G4(y). The same conditions on K and L lead to the boundedness
of the operators K0;K
0.
Now we are ready for the discretization of CoPw
B;q;a and CoLw
B;q;a in terms of orthonormal
wavelet bases. We only state the results for CoPw
B;q;a. For CoLw
B;q;a it is literally the same.
Theorem 4.25. Let 1  q  1, a > 0, w 2 W3
1;2, B(Rd) satisfying (B1) and (B2),
and F be an admissible continuous wavelet frame. Assume that  0; 1 2 L2(R) generate an
36orthonormal wavelet basis of L2(Rd) in the sense of Lemma A.2 where  0 satises (D), (SK),
and  1 satises (D), (SK), (ML 1) such that
K;L >max
nd
2
+ j3   2j +
 

d
q
  1   2
 
; 
d
2
+ 2j3   2j +
 

d
q
  1   2
 
;
d
q
 
d
2
+ 2 + a;1 + 2a +
d
2
 
d
q
o
:
(4.18)
Then every f 2 CoPw
B;q;a has the decomposition
f =
X
c2E
X
k2Z
d
c
0;k c(   k) +
X
c2Enf0g
X
j2N
X
k2Z
d
c
j;k2
jd
2  c(2j   k); (4.19)
where the sequences c = fc
j;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d dened by
c
j;k = hf;2
jd
2  c(2j   k)i ; j 2 N0;k 2 Zd ;
belong to the sequence space (Pw
B;q;a)] = (Pw
B;q;a)](U) for every c 2 E, where U = U1;2 is the
covering introduced in Section 4.2 with  = 1; = 2.
Conversely, an element f 2 (H1
vw;B;q) belongs to CoPw
B;q;a if all sequences c(f) belong to
(Pw
B;q;a)](U1;2). The convergence in (4.19) is in the norm of CoPw
B;q;a if the nite sequences are
dense in (Pw
B;q;a)]. In general, we have weak{convergence.
Proof. We apply the abstract Theorem 3.14. First of all, Lemma 4.18 shows that F satises
(Fv;Y ) for Y = Pw
B;q;a and v = vw;B;q given by (4.10). The embedding (Pw
B;q;a)] ,! (L
1=v
1 )] is
ensured by the abstract Lemma 3.10 in combination with Lemma 4.11. The required bound-
edness of the Gramian kernels is showed in Lemma 4.24.
Remark 4.26. The space CoLw
B;q can be discretized in the same way. According to Remark
4.7 the corresponding conditions in Proposition 4.8 are much weaker. The parameter a is not
needed here. We leave the details to the reader.
5 Examples { generalized Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces
The main class of examples are represented by the scales of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey
spaces and weighted Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces, where we consider B(Rd) to be a Morrey
space Mu;p(Rd), see Denition 5.19 below, or a weighted Lebesgue space Lp(Rd;v), see (1.1).
In the sequel we consider only weight functions v such that (B2) is satised for Lp(Rd;v).
5.1 Generalized 2-microlocal Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with Mucken-
houpt weights
A large class of examples is given by the scales of inhomogeneous 2-microlocal Besov and
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces Bw
p;q(Rd;v) and Fw
p;q(Rd;v) on Rd with Muckenhoupt weights. These
spaces represent a symbiosis of the spaces studied by Kempka [33, 34, 35], Bui [5, 6], Bui et
al. [7, 8], and Haroske et al. [31]. The scales Bw
p;q(Rd;v) and Fw
p;q(Rd;v) contain the classical
inhomogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces. For their denition, basic properties, and results
on atomic decompositions we mainly refer to Triebel's monographs [53, 55, 56, 57].
37Let us briey recall the denition and some basic facts on Muckenhoupt weights. A locally
integrable function v : Rd ! R+ belongs to Ap, 1 < p < 1, if the famous Muckenhoupt
condition
 1
jB(y;r)j
Z
B(y;r)
v(x)dx
1=p

 1
jB(y;r)j
Z
B
v(x) p0=p dx
1=p0
 A; for all y 2 Rd;r > 0;
holds, where 1=p+1=p0 = 1 and A is some constant independent of y and r. The Ap-condition
implies the condition
Z
R
d(t + jx   yj) dpv(y)dy  ct dp
Z
B(x;t)
v(y)dy ; x 2 Rd;t > 0; (5.1)
where c is independent of x and t. See for instance [5] and the references given there. We
further put
A1 :=
[
p>1
Ap :
Lemma 5.1. Let v 2 Ap for some 1 < p < 1. Then the space Lq(Rd;v), 1  q  1, satises
property (B2) with 1 = 0,2 = dp=q and 1 = dp=q and 2 =  dp=q.
Proof. Let x 2 Rd and 0 < t < 1 arbitrary. Let further Q = [ 1;1]d. We estimate using (5.1)
tdp=qt dp=q
Z
x+tQ
v(y)dy
1=q
& tdp=q
Z
R
d(1 + jx   yj) dpv(y)dy
1=q
&
tdp=q
(1 + jxj)dp=q
Z
R
d(1 + jyj) dpv(y)dy
1=q
& tdp=q(1 + jxj) dp=q ;
since v is supposed to be locally integrable. The estimate from above proceeds as follows,
Z
x+tQ
v(y)dy
1=q
.
Z
B(0;jxj+
p
dt)
v(y)dy
1=q
.
Z
B(0;jxj+
p
dt)
(1 + jyj) dp(1 + jyj)dpv(y)dy
1=q
. (1 + jxj)dp=q
Z
B(0;1)
v(y)dy
1=q
. (1 + jxj)dp=q ;
where we used (5.1) in the last step.
The crucial tool in the theory of Muckenhoupt weights is the vector-valued Feerman{Stein
maximal inequality, see for instance [5, Lem. 1.1] or [31, Thm. 2.11] and the references given
there.
Lemma 5.2. Let 1 < p < 1, 1 < q  1, v 2 Ap, and ffjgj be a sequence in Lp(Rd;v). Then

 
X
j
jMfjjq
1=q
jLp(Rd;v)

  .

 
X
j
jfjjq
1=q
jLp(Rd;v)

 :
The denition of the spaces Bw
p;q(Rd;v) and Fw
p;q(Rd;v) relies on a dyadic decomposition of
unity, see also [53, 2.3.1].
38Denition 5.3. Let (Rd) be the collection of all systems f'j(x)gj2N0  S(Rd) with the
following properties:
(i) 'j(x) = '(2 jx) ; j 2 N,
(ii) supp'0  fx 2 Rd : jxj  2g; supp'  fx 2 Rd : 1=2  jxj  2g,
(iii)
1 P
j=0
'j(x) = 1 for every x 2 R.
In order to dene the spaces Fw
p;q(Rd;v) and Bw
p;q(Rd;v) we dene for a weight w 2 W3
1;2 a
semi-discrete counterpart fwjgj2N0, corresponding to an an admissible weight sequence in the
sense of [33, 34, 35]. We put
wj(x) =

w(x;2 j) : j 2 N;
w(x;1) : j = 0:
(5.2)
Denition 5.4. Let v 2 A1 and f'j(x)g1
j=0 2 (Rd). Let further w 2 W3
1;2 with associated
weight sequence fwjgj2N0 dened in (5.2) and 0 < q  1. Put b j = 'j.
(i) For 0 < p  1 we dene (modication if q = 1)
Bw
p;q(Rd;v) =
n
f 2 S0(Rd) :
kfjBw
p;q(Rd;v)k =
 1 X
j=0
kwj(x)(j  f)(x)jLp(Rd;v)kq
1=q
< 1
o
:
(ii) For 0 < p < 1 we dene (modication if q = 1)
Fw
p;q(Rd;v) =
n
f 2 S0(Rd) :
kfjFw
p;q(Rd;v)k =

 
 1 X
j=0
jwj(x)(j  f)(x)jq
1=q
jLp(Rd;v)

  < 1
o
:
Remark 5.5. Let us discuss some special cases of the above dened scales. In the particular
case v  1 and w(x;t) = t s we obtain the classical Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces Bs
p;q(Rd) and
Fs
p;q(Rd), see Triebel's monographs [53, 55, 56] for details and historical remarks. The choice
v  1 leads to the generalized 2-microlocal Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces Bw
p;q(Rd) and Fw
p;q(Rd)
studied systematically by Kempka [33, 34, 35]. The weight w(x;t) = t s yields the Besov-
Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with Muckenhoupt weights Bs
p;q(Rd;v) and Fs
p;q(Rd;v) already treated in
Bui [5] and Haroske et al. [31] to mention just a few.
Unfortunately, this denition is not suitable to identify these spaces as certain coorbits.
The connection to our spaces CoPw
p;B;a(X) and CoLw
B;q;a(X) is established by the theorem
below. First, we replace the system f'jgj by a more general one and secondly, we prove a
so-called continuous characterization, where we replace the discrete dilation parameter j 2 N0
by t > 0 and the sums by integrals over t. Characterizations of this type have some history and
are usually referred to as characterizations via local means. For further references and some
historical facts we mainly refer to [54, 55, 7, 8, 43] and in particular to the recent contribution
39[61], which provides a complete and self-contained reference. Essential for what follows are
functions 0; 2 S(Rd) satisfying the so-called Tauberian conditions
jb 0(x)j > 0 on fjxj < 2"g
jb (x)j > 0 on f"=2 < jxj < 2"g;
(5.3)
for some " > 0, and
D b (0) = 0 for all j j1  R (5.4)
for some R + 1 2 N0. If R + 1 = 0 then the condition (5.4) is void. We call the functions
0 and  kernels for local means and use the notations k = 2kd(2k), k 2 N, as well as
	t = Dt	 = t d(=t), and the well-known classical Peetre maximal function
(	
tf)a(x) = sup
y2R
d
j(	t  f)(x + y)j
(1 + jyj=t)a ; x 2 Rd ;t > 0;
originally introduced by Peetre in [38]. The second ingredient is a Muckenhoupt weight v 2 A1.
The critical index p0 is dened by
p0 := inffp : v 2 Apg: (5.5)
Proposition 5.6. Let w 2 W3
1;2 and v belong to the class A1, where p0 is given by (5.5).
Choose functions 0; 2 S(Rd) satisfying (5.3) and (5.4) with R + 1 > 2.
(i) If 0 < q  1, 0 < p  1, and a >
dp0
p + 3 then, for both i = 1;2,
Bw
p;q(Rd;v) = ff 2 S0(Rd) : kfjBw
p;q(Rd;v)ki < 1g ; i = 1;2;
where
kfjBw
p;q(Rd;v)k1 = kw(x;1)(0  f)(x)jLp(Rd;v)k
+
Z 1
0
kw(x;t)(t  f)(x)jLp(Rd;v)kqdt
t
1=q
;
kfjBw
p;q(Rd;v)k2 = kw(x;1)(
0f)a(x)jLp(Rd;v)k (5.6)
+
Z 1
0
kw(x;t)(
tf)a(x)jLp(Rd;v)kqdt
t
1=q
:
Moreover, k  jBw
p;q(Rd;v)ki, i = 1;2, are equivalent quasi-norms in Bw
p;q(Rd;v).
(ii) If 0 < q  1, 0 < p < 1, and a > dmaxfp0=p;1=qg + 3 then
Fw
p;q(Rd;v) = ff 2 S0(Rd) : kfjFw
p;q(Rd;v)ki < 1g ; i = 1;2;
where
kfjFw
p;q(Rd;v)k1 = kw(x;1)(0  f)(x)jLp(Rd;v)k (5.7)
+
 

Z 1
0
jw(x;t)(t  f)(x)jqdt
t
1=q
jLp(Rd;v)
 
;
kfjFw
p;q(Rd;v)k2 = kw(x;1)(
0f)a(x)jLp(Rd;v)k (5.8)
+
 

Z 1
0
jw(x;t)(
tf)a(x)jqdt
t
1=q
jLp(Rd;v)
 
:
Moreover, k  jFw
p;q(Rd;v)ki, i = 1;2, are equivalent quasi-norms in Fw
p;q(Rd;v).
40Proof. We only prove (ii) since the proof of (i) is analogous. The arguments are more or less
the same as in the proof of [61, Thm. 2.6]. Let us provide the necessary modications.
Step 1: At the beginning of Substep 1.3 in the proof of [61, Thm. 2.6] we proved a crucial
inequality stating that for r > 0 and a < N
(
2 `tf)a(x)r  c
X
k2N0
2 kNr2(k+`)d
Z
R
d
j((k+`)t  f)(y)jr
(1 + 2`jx   yj)ar dy ; (5.9)
where c is independent of f;x;t and ` but may depend on N and a. In case ` = 0 we have
to replace (
2 `tf)a(x) by (
0f)a(x) on the left-hand side and (k+`)t by k+` = 0 for
k = 0 on the right-hand side. We modify (5.9) by multiplying with jw(x;2 `t)jr on both sides
(jw(x;1)jr in case ` = 0). By using w(x;2 `t) . 2k1(1 + 2`jx   yj)3w(y;2 (k+`)t), which
follows from (W1) and (W2), this gives the following modied relation
j(
2 `tf)a(x)w(x;2 `t)jr
 c
X
k2N0
2 k(N 1)r2(k+`)d
Z
R
d
j((k+`)t  f)(y)w(y;2 (k+`)t)jr
(1 + 2`jx   yj)(a 3)r dy : (5.10)
Now we choose r > 0 in a way such that (a) r(a 3) > d, (b) p=r;q=r > 1, and (c) p0 < p=r.
Let us shortly comment on these conditions. Condition (a) is needed in order to replace the
convolution integral on the right-hand side of (5.10) by the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function
M[jw(;2 (k+`)t)((k+`)t  f)jr](x) via Lemma 4.13. Conditions (b) and (c) are necessary
in order to guarantee the Feerman-Stein maximal inequality, see Lemma 5.2, in the space
Lp=r(`q=r;Rd;v), where we use that v 2 Ap=r as a consequence of (c) and (5.5).
Since p0  1 the conditions (a),(b),(c) are satised if
d
a   3
< r < min
n p
p0
;q
o
which is possible if we assume a > 3 + dmaxfp0=p;1=qg. Now we can proceed analogously
as done in Substep 1.3 of the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [61] and obtain the equivalence of
kfjFw
p;q(Rd;v)k1 and kfjFw
p;q(Rd;v)k2 on S0(Rd). With the same type of argument but some
minor modications we show that their discrete counterparts (in the sense of Denition 5.4)
and (5.7), (5.8) are equivalent as well.
Step 2: It remains to show that we can change from the system from (0;) to a system
(	0;	) satisfying (5.3), (5.4). We argue as in Step 2 of the proof of [61, Thm. 2.6]. There we
obtain the crucial inequality
(	
`f)a(x) .
1 X
k=0
(
kf)a(x)

2(` k)(L+1 a) : k > `
2(k `)(R+1) : `  k
;
where L can be chosen arbitrarily large. Multiplying both sides with w`(x) and using
w`(x) . wk(x)

2(k `)1 : k > `;
2(` k)2 : `  k;
we obtain
w`(x)(	
`f)a(x) .
1 X
k=0
wk(x)(
kf)a(x)

2(` k)(L+1 a 1) : k > `;
2(k `)(R+1 2) : `  k;
:
41With our assumption R + 1 > 2 we obtain nally
w`(x)(	
`f)a(x) .
1 X
k=0
2 jk `jwk(x)(
kf)a(x);
where  = minf1;R+1 2g. Now we use a straightforward generalization of the convolution
Lemma 2 in [43] and obtain immediately the desired result
kw`(	
`f)ajLp(`q;Rd;v)k . kwk(
kf)ajLp(`q;Rd;v)k:
This together with Step 1 and Denition 5.4 concludes the proof.
Theorem 5.7. Let w 2 W3
1;2, v 2 A1, and p0 given by (5.5). We choose an admissible
continuous wavelet frame F according to Denition 2.1. Let further 1  p  1 (p < 1 in
F-case) and 1  q  1. Putting
~ w(x;t) :=

td=q d=2w(x;t) : 0 < t  1;
w(x;1) : t = 1;
(5.11)
and B(Rd) = Lp(Rd;v) we have the following identities in the sense of equivalent norms
Bw
p;q(Rd;v) = Co(L ~ w
B;q;a;F)
if a >
dp0
p + 3 and
Fw
p;q(Rd;v) = Co(P ~ w
B;q;a;F)
if a > dmaxfp0=p;1=qg + 3 .
Proof. For t 2 (0;1) and x 2 Rd it holds
(VFf)(x;t) =

D
L2
t ( )   f

(x) = td=2  
Dt( )   f

(x)
with an obvious modication in case t = 1. Hence the identities are consequences of Denition
4.6, Theorem 4.20(c), and Proposition 5.6.
Now we are prepared for the discretization result, which we state only for Fw
p;q(Rd;v). The
conditions for Bw
p;q(Rd;v) are the same. We use the covering U = U1;2 in Section 4.2 for
 = 1; = 2, and the associated sequence spaces fw
p;q(v) := p ~ w
B;q and bw
p;q(v) = ` ~ w
B;q where
B(Rd) = Lp(Rd;v). We get
kfj;kgj;kjfw
p;q(v)k =
 

X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;kjLp(Rd;v)
 

+
 

 X
j2N0
h
2jd=2 X
k2Z
d
w(k2 j;2 j)jj;kjj;k
iq1=q
jLp(Rd;v)
 
;
(5.12)
as well as
kfj;kgj;kjbw
p;q(v)k =

 
X
k2Z
d
w(k;1)j0;kj0;kjLp(Rd;v)

 
+
 X
j2N0

 2jd=2 X
k2Z
d
w(k2 j;2 j)jj;kjj;kjLp(Rd;v)

 
q1=q
:
(5.13)
42Note, that Corollary 4.14 is applicable with
d
a   3
< r < min
n p
p0
;q
o
as a consequence of a > dmaxfp0=p;1=qg + 3 .
Theorem 5.8. Let w 2 W3
1;2, v 2 A1, and p0 dened by (5.5). Let further 1  p  1
(p < 1 in F-case) and 1  q  1. Assume that  0; 1 2 L2(R) generate a wavelet basis in
the sense of Lemma A.2, where  0 satises (D), (SK), and  1 satises (D), (SK), (ML 1)
such that
K;L >max
n 
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o 
 + dmax
n
1;
2p0
p
o
+ 3;

 max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
  + dmax
np0
p
;
3p0
p
  1
o
+ 23;
max
n
2;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+ dmax
np0
p
;
1
q
o
+ 3;
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
+ 2dmax
np0
p
;
1
q
o
+ 23
o
:
(5.14)
Then every f 2 Fw
p;q(Rd;v) has the decomposition
f =
X
c2E
X
k2Z
d
c
0;k c(   k) +
X
c2Enf0g
X
j2N
X
k2Z
d
c
j;k2
jd
2  c(2j   k); (5.15)
where the sequences c = fc
j;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d dened by
c
j;k = hf;2
jd
2  c(2j   k)i ; j 2 N0;k 2 Zd ;
belong to the sequence space fw
p;q(v) for every c 2 E.
Conversely, an element f 2 (H1
v ~ w;B;q) belongs to Fw
p;q(Rd;v) if all sequences c(f) belong
to fw
p;q(v). The convergence in (5.15) is in the norm of Fw
p;q(Rd;v) if the nite sequences are
dense in fw
p;q(v). In general, we have weak-convergence induced by (H1
v ~ w;B;q).
Proof. The statement is a consequence of Theorem 4.25, Lemma 5.1, Theorem 5.7, and
Corollary 4.14. Indeed, the parameters ~ 1; ~ 2; and ~ 3 according to ~ w are given by ~ 1 =
(1 + d=q   d=2)+, ~ 2 = (2 + d=2   d=q)+ and ~ 3 = 3.
Remark 5.9. The conditions in the B-case are slightly weaker. Since we have then a >
dp0=p + 3, see Theorem 5.7, we can replace the term dmaxfp0=p;1=qg by dp0=p in (5.14).
Without the weight v, i.e., v  1, we obtain wavelet characterizations for the generalized
2-microlocal spaces studied by Kempka in [33, 34, 35].
Theorem 5.10. Let w 2 W3
1;2 and 1  p  1 (p < 1 in F-case), 1  q  1. Let further
 0; 1 2 L2(R) generate a wavelet basis in the sense of Lemma A.2 where  0 satises (D),
43(SK), and  1 satises (D), (SK), (ML 1) such that
K;L >max
n
max
n
2;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+ dmax
n1
p
;
1
q
o
+ 3;
 
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o 
 + dmax
n1
p
;1  
1
p
o
+ 3;
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
+ 2dmax
n1
p
;
1
q
o
+ 23;
 
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
  + 23
o
:
(5.16)
Then the generalized 2-microlocal spaces Fw
p;q(Rd) can be discretized in the sense of Theorem
5.8.
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.25 with B = Lp(Rd) in connection with Theorem 5.7 where in
this case a > dmaxf1=p;1=qg + 3. We can use Example 4.5 instead of Lemma 5.1, where
2 = d=p and 2 = 0.
Remark 5.11. The conditions in the B-case are slightly weaker. Since we have then a >
d=p + 3, see Theorem 5.7 with p0 = 1, we can replace the term dmaxf1=p;1=qg by d=p in
(5.16).
Finally, we obtain characterizations for the classical Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces by putting
w(x;t) = t s.
Theorem 5.12. Let 1  p;q  1 (p < 1 in the F-case) and s 2 R. Assume that  0; 1 2
L2(R) generate a wavelet basis in the sense of Lemma A.2 and let  0 satisfy (D), (SK), and
 1 satisfy (D), (SK), (ML 1).
(i) Assuming that
K;L >max
n
max
n
s;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+ dmax
n1
p
;
1
q
o
;
 
min
n
s;
d
q
 
d
2
o 
 + dmax
n1
p
;1  
1
p
o
;
  min
n
s;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+ 2dmax
n1
p
;
1
q
oo
:
then the classical inhomogeneous Lizorkin-Triebel spaces Fs
p;q(Rd) can be discretized in
the sense of Theorem 5.8.
(ii) In case
K;L >max
n
max
n
s;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+
d
p
;

 min
n
s;
d
q
 
d
2
o
  + dmax
n1
p
;1  
1
p
o
;
  min
n
s;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+
2d
p
o
:
the classical Besov spaces Bs
p;q(Rd) can be discretized in the sense of Theorem 5.8.
44Proof. We apply Theorem 4.25 with B = Lp(Rd) and w(x;t) = t s in connection with
Theorem 5.7. This gives ~ 2 = (s + d=2   d=q)+, ~ 1 =  (s + d=2   d=q) , and ~ 3 = 0. In the
B-case we have therefore a > d=p, while a > d=minfp;qg in the F-case.
Remark 5.13. Theorem 5.8, Theorem 5.10, and Theorem 5.12 provide in particular charac-
terizations in terms of orthonormal spline wavelets, see Appendix A.1. Indeed, we have that
 1 =  m satises (ML 1) for L = m and  0 = 'm; 1 =  m satisfy (D) and (SK) for
K < m   1.
Remark 5.14. Since all our results rely on the abstract Theorem 3.14 we are able to use even
biorthogonal wavelets [10]. The conditions on the smoothness and the vanishing moments of
the wavelet and dual wavelet are similar. See also [36] for earlier results in this direction.
5.2 Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with doubling weights
We intend to extend the denition of weighted Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces also to general
doubling weights and give corresponding atomic and wavelet decompositions. It is well-known
that, for general doubling weights, Lemma 5.2 does not apply. Therefore, the rst challenge
is to dene certain spaces in a reasonable way, i.e., to get at least the independence of the
denition of the used dyadic decomposition of unity.
Bownik [4] approaches such denition by adapting the classical '-transform due to Frazier
and Jawerth [25] to the weighted anisotropic situation. A replacement of Lemma 5.2 is used
to this end, where the classical Hardy{Littlewood maximal function is dened with respect to
the doubling measure.
Our approach is entirely dierent and relies on the fact that the spaces dened below can
be interpreted as certain coorbits which allows to exploit our Theorems 4.23 and 4.25.
A weight v : Rd ! R+ is called doubling if,
Z
B(x;2r)
v(y)dy  C
Z
B(x;r)
v(y)dy ; x 2 Rd;r > 0;
for some positive constant C > 1 independent of r and x. Note that Muckenhoupt weights
in A1 are doubling, but there exist doubling weights which are not contained in A1. For a
construction of such a weight we refer to [17]. However, doubling weights are suitable in our
context. We start by proving that the weighted Lebesgue space Lp(Rd;v) satises property
(B2) (note that (B1) is immediate).
Lemma 5.15. Let v : Rd ! (0;1) be a doubling weight with doubling constant C  1. Then
Lp(Rd;v) satises property (B2) with
1 = 2 = 0 ; 2 =
 log2 C
p
; 1 =
log2 C
p
: (5.17)
Proof. The idea is that, as a consequence of the doubling condition, v cannot decay and grow
too fast. On the one hand, we have
Z
x+tQ
v(y)dy 
Z
B(0;jxj+
p
d)
v(y)dy . (1 + jxj) ; x 2 Rd ; (5.18)
45where  = log2 C. On the other hand
Z
x+tQ
v(y)dy 
1
Cn
Z
B(x;jxj+
p
d)
v(y)dy 
1
Cn
Z
B(0;1)
v(y)dy ;
where n = dlog2(c(1 + jxj))e. Hence, we get
Z
x+Q
v(y)dy & (1 + jxj)  : (5.19)
Finally, (5.18) and (5.19) imply that (B2) is satised with the parameters in (5.17).
In order to avoid Feerman{Stein maximal inequalities (which we indeed do not have here)
we modify Denition 5.4 for a general doubling measure v as follows.
Denition 5.16. Let v be a doubling weight and f'j(x)g1
j=0 2 (Rd), 0 < q  1, and a > 0.
Let w 2 W3
1;2 and dene the weight sequence fwjgj2N0 as in (5.2). Put b j = 'j.
(i) For 0 < p  1 we dene (modication if q = 1)
Bw
p;q;a(Rd;v) =
n
f 2 S0(Rd) :
kfjBw
p;q;a(Rd;v)k =
 1 X
j=0

 wj(x) sup
z2R
d
j(j  f)(x + z)j
(1 + 2jjzj)a jLp(Rd;v)

 
q1=q
< 1
o
:
(ii) For 0 < p < 1 we dene (modication if q = 1)
Fw
p;q;a(Rd;v) =
n
f 2 S0(Rd) :
kfjFw
p;q;a(Rd;v)k =
 

 1 X
j=0
wj(x) sup
z2R
d
j(j  f)(x + z)j
(1 + 2jjzj)a jLp(Rd;v)
 
 < 1
o
:
Here we have a counterpart of Proposition 5.6 stating that k  jFw
p;q;a(Rd;v)k2 and
k  jBw
p;q;aRd;vk2 are equivalent characterizations (for all a > 0) for the F and B-spaces, re-
spectively. To show this, we switch in a rst step from one system  to another system 	
in the discrete characterization given in Denition 5.16. Indeed, we argue analogously as in
Step 2 of the proof of Proposition 5.6, see also [61, Thm. 2.6]. Note, that we did not use a
Feerman{Stein maximal inequality there. With a similar argument we switch in a second
step from the discrete characterization to the continuous characterization (Prop. 5.6) using
the same sytem .
Consequently, we identify Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with doubling weights as coorbits.
Theorem 5.17. Let w 2 W3
1;2 and v be a general doubling weight with doubling constant
C > 1. Choose F to be an admissible continuous wavelet frame according to Denition 2.1.
Let further 1  p;q  1 and a > 0. Putting ~ w(x;t) as in (5.11) and B(Rd) = Lp(Rd;v) we
have the following identities in the sense of equivalent norms
Bw
p;q;a(Rd;v) = Co(L ~ w
B;q;a;F);
Fw
p;q;a(Rd;v) = Co(P ~ w
B;q;a;F):
46Based on Theorem 4.25 we immediately arrive at one of our main discretization results.
We state it only for the F-spaces. The conditions for the B-spaces are the same.
Theorem 5.18. Let w 2 W3
1;2 and let v be a doubling weight with doubling constant C > 1.
Assume 1  p;q  1, a > 0, and let  0; 1 2 L2(R) generate an orthonormal wavelet basis
in the sense of Lemma A.2 where  0 satises (D), (SK), and  1 satises (D), (SK), (ML 1)
such that
K;L >max
n 
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o 
 + d +
log2 C
p
+ 3;
 
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o 
 + 2
log2 C
p
+ 3

;
max
n
2;
d
q
 
d
2
o
+ a;max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
+ 2a
o
:
Then every f 2 Fw
p;q;a(Rd;v) has the decomposition (5.15), where the sequences
c = fc
j;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d, c 2 E, are contained in (P ~ w
Lp(R
d;v);q;a)](U1;2). The latter is equivalent to
(4.11) with B(Rd) replaced by Lp(Rd;v), dj=q by dj=2, and with  = 2 and  = 1.
Conversely, an element f 2 (H1
v ~ w;B;q) belongs to Fw
p;q;a(Rd;v) if all sequences c(f), c 2 E,
belong to (P ~ w
Lp(R
d;v);q;a)](U1;2). The convergence in (5.15) is in the norm of Fw
p;q;a(Rd;v) if the
nite sequences are dense in (P ~ w
Lp(R
d;v);q;a)](U1;2). In general, we have weak-convergence.
5.3 Generalized 2-microlocal Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey spaces
Several applications in PDEs require the investigation of smoothness spaces constructed on
Morrey spaces [37]. The spaces of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey type are currently a very
active research area. We refer to Sawano [44], Sawano et al. [46, 47], Tang{Xu [52] as well as
to the recent monograph by Yuan et al. [64] and the references given there. Our intention in
the current paragraph is to provide wavelet decomposition theorems as consequences of the
fact that the mentioned spaces can be interpreted as coorbits. Note that [44, 46] and [64] have
already dealt with atomic and wavelet decompositions of these spaces. Our results have to be
compared with the ones in there, see the list at the end of Subsection 2.2 above.
We start with the denition of the Morrey space Mq;p(Rd) on Rd.
Denition 5.19. Let 0 < p  q  1. Then the Morrey space Mq;p(Rd) is dened as the
collection of all measurable and locally Lebesgue-integrable functions f with nite (quasi-)norm
kfjMq;p(Rd)k = sup
R>0;x2R
d
Rd(1=q 1=p)
Z
BR(x)
jf(y)jp dy
1=p
(5.20)
if p < 1, where BR(x) denotes the Euclidean ball with radius R > 0 and center x 2 Rd. In
the case p = 1 we put M1;1(Rd) := L1(Rd).
These spaces { studied rst by Morrey [37] { generalize the ordinary Lebesgue spaces.
Indeed, we have Mp;p(Rd) = Lp(Rd), 0 < p  1. In the case q < p the quantity (5.20) is
innite as soon as f 6= 0, so that Mq;p(Rd) = f0g. If p  1 then Mq;p(Rd) is a Banach space,
otherwise a quasi-Banach space. The following Lemma ensures that Mq;p(Rd) satises (B2).
47Lemma 5.20. Let 0 < p  q  1. Then the space Mq;p(Rd) satises (B2) with 1 = 2 = d=q
and 1 = 2 = 0.
Proof. Fix x 2 Rd and 0 < t < 1. We consider the norm of the characteristic function 
(x;t)
of the cube Q
(x;t) = x + t[ ;]d in Mq;p(Rd). By (5.20) we obtain immediately
k
(x;t)jMq;p(Rd)k & td(1=q 1=p)td=p = td=q :
For the reverse estimate we use the well-known fact that Lq(Rd) ,! Mq;p(Rd), see [37]. There-
fore, we have
k
(x;t)jMq;p(Rd)k . k
(x;t)jLq(Rd)k . td=q
which concludes the proof.
We dene the 2-microlocal Besov-Morrey spaces B
w;u
p;q (Rd) and Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey
spaces F
w;u
p;q (Rd) by replacing Lp(Rd;v) by Mu;p(Rd), u > p, in Denition 5.4. Here w 2 W3
1;2
is a weight function and 0 < p;q  1, 0 < p < u  1, where p < 1 in the F-case. This is
a straightforward generalization of the spaces appearing in [52, 44, 46, 47, 64]. With exactly
the same proof techniques we obtain a counterpart of Proposition 5.6 under the conditions
a > d=p+3 in the B-case and a > dmaxf1=p;1=qg+3 in the F-case. One uses a vector-valued
Feerman{Stein type maximal inequality for the space Mu;p(`q;Rd), where 1 < p  u < 1
and 1 < q  1, see [52] and [9] for the case q = 1.
As a consequence, the Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-Morrey spaces can be identied as coorbits,
i.e., the following counterpart to Theorem 5.7 holds.
Theorem 5.21. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.7 we have in the sense of equivalent
norms
Bw;u
p;q (Rd) = Co(L ~ w
Mu;p;q;a;F)
if 1  p  u  1, 1  q  1, and a > d
p + 3 as well as
Fw;u
p;q (Rd) = Co(P ~ w
Mu;p;q;a;F)
for 1  p  u < 1, 1  q  1, and a > dmaxf1=p;1=qg + 3.
Since Corollary 4.14 is applies for the space Mu;p(`q;Rd) with
d
a   3
< r < minfp;qg
we may (and do) dene the sequence spaces f
w;u
p;q and b
w;u
p;q just by replacing Lp(Rd;v) by
Mu;p(Rd) in (5.12) and (5.13).
The main result of this subsection is the following
Theorem 5.22. Let w 2 W3
1;2 and 1  p  u < 1, 1  q  1. Assume that  0; 1 2 L2(R)
generate an orthonormal wavelet basis in the sense of Lemma A.2 and let  0 satisfy (D), (SK),
48and  1 satisfy (D), (SK), (ML 1) such that
K;L >max
n
max
n
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d
q
 
d
2
o
+ dmax
n1
p
;
1
q
o
+ 3;
 
max
n
1;
d
2
 
d
q
o 
 + dmax
n1
u
;1  
1
u
o
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max
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1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
+ 2dmax
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p
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q
o
+ 2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1;
d
2
 
d
q
o
  + 23
o
:
Then every f 2 F
w;u
p;q (Rd) has the decomposition (5.15) where the sequences c = fc
j;kg
j2N0;k2Z
d
belong to the sequence space f
w;u
p;q for every c 2 E.
Conversely, an element f 2 (H1
v ~ w;B;q) belongs to F
w;u
p;q (Rd) if all sequences c(f) belong to
f
w;u
p;q . The convergence in (5.15) is considered in F
w;u
p;q (Rd) if the nite sequences are dense in
f
w;u
p;q (Rd). In general, we have weak-convergence.
Remark 5.23. The modications for the B-spaces are according to Remark 5.11.
5.4 Spaces of dominating mixed smoothness
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in function spaces of dominating mixed smooth-
ness, see [2, 48, 49, 50, 59, 60, 62]. Their structure is suitable for treating high-dimensional
approximation and integration problems eciently and overcome the so-called curse of dimen-
sionality to some extent. These spaces can as well be treated in terms of our generalized coorbit
space theory. We briey describe this setting. In a certain sense these spaces behave like the
isotropic ones for d = 1, and consequently, the proofs operate by iterating the techniques from
Subsections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
We start with a denition of mixed Peetre spaces on  X = X    X, where X =
Rd  [(0;1] [ f1g], as a tensorized version of Denition 4.6. Our denition is motivated by
equivalent characterizations of dominating mixed spaces, which are obtained by a combination
of the techniques in [61] with [60, 62].
Denition 5.24. Let 1  p;q  1 and  a > 1. Let further  r 2 Rd. We dene by
P  r
p;q; a(  X) = fF :  X ! C : kFjPw
p;q; ak < 1g;
L r
p;q; a(  X) = fF :  X ! C : kFjL r
p;q; ak < 1g
two scales of Banach function spaces on  X, where we put
kFjP  r
p;q; ak :=
 
 sup
z2R
d
jF((x1 + z1;1);:::;(xd + zd;1))j
(1 + jz1j)a1 (1 + jzdj)ad jLp(Rd)
 

+
X
Af1;:::;dg
A6=;

 
Z 1
0

Z 1
0
h
sup
z2R
d
jF((x1 + z1;t1);:::;(xd + zd;td))j
Q
i2A
(1 + jzij=ti)ai Q
i= 2A
(1 + jzij)ai
iq Y
i2A
t riq
i
dti
t2
i
1=q
jLp(Rd)

 
49and
kFjL r
p;q; ak :=
 
 sup
z2R
d
jF((x1 + z1;1);:::;(xd + zd;1))j
(1 + jz1j)a1 (1 + jzdj)ad jLp(Rd)
 

+
X
Af1;:::;dg
A6=;
Z 1
0

Z 1
0
 
 sup
z2R
d
jF((x1 + z1;t1);:::;(xd + zd;td))j
Q
i2A
(1 + jzij=ti)ai Q
i= 2A
(1 + jzij)ai jLp(Rd)
 

q Y
i2A
t
 riq
i
dti
t2
i
1=q
:
For xed A  f1;:::;dg we put ti = 1 if i = 2 A. In case q = 1 the integrals over ti;i 2 A,
have to be replaced by a supremum over ti.
Associated sequence spaces
We cover the space  X by the Cartesian product of the family from Subsection 4.2. For xed
 > 0 and  > 1 we consider the family U
; = f U j; kg
j2N
d
0;k2Z
d of subsets
 U j; k = Uj1;k1    Ujd;kd :
Clearly, we have  X 
S
 j2N
d
0; k2Z
d
 U j; k. We use the notation
 j; k(x) = (j1;k1 
  
 jd;kd)(x) =
d Y
i=1
ji;ki(xi) ; x 2 Rd :
Iterating dimensionwise the arguments leading to (4.13) gives the following description for the
sequence spaces (P  r
p;q; a)] and (L r
p;q; a)] .
Theorem 5.25. If 1  p;q  1,  a > 1=minfp;qg, and  r 2 Rd then
kf j; kg j; kj(P  r
p;q; a)]k 
 

 X
 j2N
d
0
h
jjj1=q X
 k2Z
d

 j rj j; kj j; k(x)
iq1=q
jLp(Rd)
 
 (5.21)
and
kf j; kg j; kj(L r
p;q; a)]k 
 X
 j2N
d
0
 d Y
i=1
ji(ri+1=q 1=p)q
 X
 k2Z
d
j j; kjp
q=p1=q
: (5.22)
We have (L r
p;q; a)] = (L r
p;q; a)[ and (P  r
p;q; a)] = (P  r
p;q; a)[, respectively.
Proof. Since we deal here with usual Lp(Rd) and Lp(`q)-spaces we can use the methods from
Corollary 4.14 to obtain (5.21) and (5.22). The Hardy{Littlewood maximal operator then acts
componentwise. For the corresponding maximal inequality see [62, Thm. 1.11].
The coorbits of L r
p;q; a(  X) and P  r
p;q; a(  X)
We apply the abstract theory in a situation where the index set is given by
 X = X    X | {z }
d times
50with X = R  [(0;1) [ f1g]. This space is equipped with the product measure   X = X 

 
 X, i.e.,
Z
 X
F(z1; ;zd)  X(dz) =
Z
X

Z
X
F(z1;:::;zd)X(dz1)X(dzd):
We put H = L2(Rd). We choose an admissible continuous frame F1 = f'xgx2X according
to Denition 2.1. For z = (z1;:::;zd) 2  X we dene  'z := 'z1 
  
 'zd. It is easy to see
that the system  F = f 'zgz2  X represents a tight continuous frame indexed by  X in H. The
corresponding frame transform is given by
V  Ff(z) = hf;  'zi ; z 2  X :
For 1  p;q  1 and  r 2 Rd put for i = 1;:::;d
vp;q;ri(x;t) =

1 : t = 1
maxft (1=q 1=p)t ri;t (1=p 1=q)trig : t 2 (0;1)
and vp;q; r = vp;q;ri 
  
 vp;q;ri. Let us dene the corresponding coorbit spaces.
Denition 5.26. Let 1  p;q  1,  r 2 Rd, and a > 0. We dene
CoP  r
p;q; a = Co(P  r
p;q; a;  F) := ff 2 (H1
vp;q; r) : V  Ff 2 P  r
p;q; r(  X)g;
CoL r
p;q; a = Co(L r
p;q; a;  F) := ff 2 (H1
vp;q; r) : V  Ff 2 L r
p;q; a(  X)g:
An iteration of the techniques from Section 4 shows that all the conditions needed for the
above denition are valid.
Remark 5.27. It is also possible to dene spaces with dominating mixed smoothness in a more
general sense as done in the isotropic case, see Denition 4.6 and the corresponding coorbit
spaces. Indeed, it is possible to treat even weighted spaces or 2-microlocal spaces of dominating
mixed smoothness as in the previous subsections.
Theorem 5.28. The space CoP  r
p;q; a and CoL r
p;q; a are Banach spaces and do not depend on the
frame  F. Furthermore, we have the identity
CoP  r
p;q; a = ff 2 S0(Rd) : V  Ff 2 CoP  r
p;q; ag;
respective for CoL r
p;q; a .
Relation to classical spaces
We give the denition of the spaces S r
p;qF(Rd) and S r
p;qB(Rd). It is well-known that these
spaces can be characterized in a discrete way via so-called local means and Peetre maximal
functions [62, 60, 30, 61]. Recall the notion of decomposition of unity in Denition 5.3. We
start with d systems 'i 2 (R) for i = 1;:::;d and put
('1 
  
 'd) `(1;:::;d) := '1
`1(1)'d
`d(d) ;  2 Rd;  ` 2 Nd
0:
Denition 5.29. Let  r = (r1;:::;rd) 2 Rd and 0 < q  1.
51(i) Let 0 < p  1. Then S r
p;qB(Rd) is the collection of all f 2 S0(Rd) such that
kfjS r
p;qB(Rd)k ' =
 X
 `2N
d
0
2 r `q
[('1 
  
 'd) `()b f]_(x)jLp(Rd)

q
1=q
is nite (modication if q = 1).
(ii) Let 0 < p < 1. Then S r
p;qF(Rd) is the collection of all f 2 S0(Rd) such that
kfjS r
p;qF(Rd)k ' =

 

 X
 `2N
d
0
2 r `qj[('1 
  
 'd) `()b f]_(x)jq
1=q
 
Lp(Rd)
 


is nite (modication if q = 1).
The following theorem states the relation between previously dened coorbit spaces and
the classical spaces with dominating mixed smoothness.
Theorem 5.30. Let 1  p;q  1, (p < 1 in the F-case),  r 2 Rd, and  a > 1=minfp;qg.
Then we have in the sense of equivalent norms
S r
p;qF(Rd) = Co(P
 r+1=2 1=q
p;q; a ;  F)
and if  a > 1=p
S r
p;qB(Rd) = Co(L
 r+1=2 1=q
p;q; a ;  F):
Proof. We apply the continuous characterization in terms of Peetre maximal functions of
local means on the left-hand side, see [61] in connection with [60]. Then we apply Theorem
5.28 and get the equivalence.
It is also possible to obtain a \semi-discrete" characterization (in the sense of Denition
5.29) for the spaces on the right-hand side by using the abstract coorbit space theory from
Section 3.
Wavelet bases
Below we state a multivariate version of Theorem 5.12 on wavelet basis characterizations using
tensor product wavelet frames. Let us start with a scaling function  0 and a corresponding
wavelet  1 2 L2(R) satisfying (D), (ML 1), and (SK) for some K and L. In the sequel we use
the tensor product wavelet system f  j; kg j; k dened in Appendix A.2.
We are interested in sucient conditions on K;L such that every f 2 S r
p;qF(Rd) or
S r
p;qB(Rd), respectively, has the decomposition
f =
X
 j2N
d
0
X
 k2Z
d
 j; k  j; k (5.23)
and the sequence  = (f) = f j; kg j2N
d
0; k2Z
d dened by  j; k = hf;  j; ki; j 2 Nd
0; k 2 Zd ;
belongs to the sequence spaces
kf j; kg j; kjs r
p;qfk =
 

 X
 j2N
d
0
h
2jjj1=2 X
 k2Z
d
2
 j rj j; kj j; k(x)
iq1=q
jLp(Rd)
 

kf j; kg j; kjs r
p;qbk =
 X
 j2N
d
0
 d Y
i=1
2ji(ri+1=2 1=p)q
 X
 k2Z
d
j j; kjp
q=p1=q
52corresponding to (P
 r+1=2 1=q
p;q; a )], see (5.21), and (L
 r+1=2 1=q
p;q; a )], see (5.22), where we used U
1;2.
Furthermore, we aim at the converse that an element f 2 (H1
v) belongs to S r
p;qF(Rd) or
S r
p;qB(Rd) if the sequence (f) belongs to s r
p;qf or s r
p;qb, respectively. The convergence in
(5.23) is required to be in the norm of S r
p;qF(Rd) or S r
p;qB(Rd) if the nite sequences are dense
in s r
p;qf or s r
p;qb, respectively. In general we require weak-convergence.
The following theorem provides the corresponding wavelet basis characterization of spaces
of mixed dominating smoothness.
Theorem 5.31. Let 1  p;q  1 (p < 1 in the F-case) and  r 2 Rd. Let further  0; 1 2
L2(R) be a scaling function and associated wavelet where  0 satises (D), (SK), and  1 satises
(D), (SK), (ML 1).
(i) If, for i = 1;:::;d,
K;L >max
n
max
n
ri;
1
q
 
1
2
o
+ max
n1
p
;
1
q
o
;
 
min
n
ri;
1
q
 
1
2
o 
 + max
n1
p
;1  
1
p
o
;
  min
n
ri;
1
q
 
1
2
o
+ 2max
n1
p
;
1
q
oo
(5.24)
then the inhomogeneous Lizorkin-Triebel space with dominating mixed smoothness S r
p;qF(Rd)
can be discretized in the sense of (5.23) using the sequence space s r
p;qf.
(ii) If, for i = 1;:::;d,
K;L >max
n
max
n
ri;
1
q
 
1
2
o
+
1
p
;

 min
n
ri;
1
q
 
1
2
o
  + max
n1
p
;1  
1
p
o
;
  min
n
ri;
1
q
 
1
2
o
+
2
p
o (5.25)
then the inhomogeneous Besov spaces with dominating mixed smoothness S r
p;qB(Rd) can
be discretized in the sense of (5.23) using the sequence space s r
p;qb.
Corollary 5.32. The wavelet basis characterization of the previous theorem holds for the
choice of an orthogonal spline wavelets system ('m; m) of order m, see Appendix A.1. For
S r
p;qB(Rd) we need for i = 1;:::;d
m   1 > rhs(5.25);
whereas in case S r
p;qF(Rd) we need for i = 1;:::;d
m   1 > rhs(5.24):
Proof. We apply Theorem 5.31 and the fact that  1 =  m satises (ML 1) for L = m and
 0 = 'm; 1 =  m satisfy (D) and (SK) for K < m   1.
Remark 5.33. (i) Atomic decompositions of spaces with dominating mixed smoothness were
already given by Vyb ral [62]. He provides compactly supported atomic decompositions and
in particular wavelet isomorphisms in terms of compactly supported Daubechies wavelet.
Bazarkhanov [2] provided the '-transform for dominating mixed spaces and obtained
atomic decompositions in the sense of Frazier, Jawerth.
53(ii) Wavelet bases in terms of orthonormal spline wavelets with optimal conditions on the
order m were given in [49] in case p = q. However, this restriction is due to the tensor
product approach in [49], and is not needed in our result.
A Appendix: Wavelets
For the notion of multi-resolution analysis, scaling function and associated wavelet we refer to
Wojtaszczyk [63, 2.2] and Daubechies [16, Chapt. 5].
A.1 Spline wavelets
As a main example we use the spline wavelet system ('m; m). Let us recall here the basic
construction and refer to [63, Chap. 3.3] for the properties listed below. The normalized
cardinal B-spline of order m + 1 is given by
Nm+1(x) := Nm  X(x); x 2 R; m 2 N;
beginning with N1 = X, the characteristic function of the interval (0;1). By
'm(x) :=
1
p
2
2
6 6
6
4
b Nm()
 1 P
k= 1
j b Nm( + 2k)j2
1=2
3
7 7
7
5
_
(x); x 2 R;
we obtain an orthonormal scaling function which is again a spline of order m. Finally, by
 m(x) :=
1 X
k= 1
h'm(t=2);'m(t   k)i( 1)k 'm(2x + k + 1)
the generator of an orthonormal wavelet system is dened. For m = 1 it is easily checked that
  1(   1) is the Haar wavelet. In general, these functions  m have the following properties:
 Restricted to intervals [k
2; k+1
2 ], k 2 Z,  m is a polynomial of degree at most m   1;
  m 2 Cm 2(R) if m  2;
 The derivative  
(m 2)
m is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on R if m  2.
 The function  m satises moment conditions of order up to m   1, i.e.,
Z 1
 1
x`  m(x)dx = 0; ` = 0;1;:::;m   1:
In particular,  m satises (ML 1) for L = m and 'm; m satisfy (D) and (SK) for
K < m   1.
54A.2 Tensor product wavelet bases on Rd
There is a straightforward method to construct a wavelet basis on Rd from a wavelet basis on
R. Putting
 j;k =

 0(   k) : j = 0
2j=2 1(2j   k) : j  1
; j 2 N0;k 2 Z
and
  j; k =  j1;k1 
  
  jd;kd ;  j = (j1;:::;jd) 2 Nd
0;  k = (k1;:::;kd) 2 Zd ;
we obtain the following
Lemma A.1. Let  0 2 L2(R) be an orthonormal scaling function with associated orthonormal
wavelet  1 2 L2(R). Then the system
f  j; k :  j 2 Nd
0; k 2 Zd
o
is an orthonormal basis in L2(Rd).
The next construction is slightly more involved. The following lemma is taken from [57,
1.2.1].
Lemma A.2. Suppose, that we have a multi-resolution analysis in L2(R) with scaling function
 0 and associated wavelet  1. Let E = f0;1gd, c = (c1;:::;cd) 2 E, and  c =
Nd
j=1  cj. Then
the system
f 0(x   k) : k 2 Zdg [
n
2
jd
2  c(2jx   k) : c 2 E n f0g;j 2 N0;k 2 Zd
o
is an orthonormal basis in L2(Rd).
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